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CHAPTERI 

INTRODUCTION 

Significance of the Study 

The researcher has been actively involved in art education by nurturing, facilitating and 

mentoring students in art for the past 23 years. Through these years she has helped 

students develop visual representations representing their concepts, fantasies, feelings, 

moods, and ideas, through varied art media. Particular efforts were directed toward 

helping young people believe in themselves by elevating their self-esteem, and developing 

quality works of art that made personal statements of feelings and responses. The 

Guidance Department Chairman of Elkhart (Indiana) Memorial High School, Dr. David 

Flora, often said, "Mrs. Kennedy can take losers and tum them into winners." Annually 

the researcher's students received more art scholarship money ($80,000 to $100,000) than 

the graduates of all the athletic programs in her school system. Students received honors in 

regional and national Scholastic Ait Awards competitíons and realized successful scores on 

the Advanced Placement in Studio Art Examinatíons produced by Educatíonal Testíng 

Service for The College Board. 

Because of these indicators of apparent success in this one local program at Elkhart, 

the researcher is more sensitive to the fact that much of this same general student population 

at that school had not had the same opportunitíes. It is this researcher's assumption that 

many of this same segment of tíie student populations of tíie United States are being 

neglected by our educational system. Minds and talents are being wasted because public 

and private schools often are not reaching students who do not leam in conventíonal ways. 

Brain research on left and right hemispheric preference and tíie investigations of McCartíiy 

(1981) and McCarthy and Leflar (1983) on leaming mode (4-MAT) suggest human 
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leaming potential for some students can be actualized through right-brained teaching modes 

practiced in art education. However, many of our school programs continue to ignore 

leamers by maintaining practices that adhere to linear and logical left hemispheric types of 

instmction. Studies by Houston (1980, 1982) and Masters and Houston (1972) support 

this observation of school practice. These students often differ from tíie leaming styles that 

traditionally dominate our schools with regard to hemispheric preference, leaming mode, 

level of self-esteem, and areas of giftedness. 

The focus for this writer's concems is on one of the ways that students differ: level of 

self-esteem. The level of self-esteem involves beUef in oneself and in the existence of 

unlimited opportunitíes for attainment and growth. If young people can be made to achieve 

a high level of self-esteem, they can "get hooked into leaming." The result could be 

manifested in an increase in the potential for our human resources. Lee and Lindsey (1985) 

stated that it is only when ch dren accept themselves and their realitíes with a sense of pride 

that tangible educatíonal gains are possible. (See Appendix A for transcripts of phone 

conversations from the researcher's former students now graduated from college after 

having succeeded in high school.) 

Art teachers have unique opportunities to assist students by providing for the 

development of self-esteem or "self-pride." One way that this kind of development can be 

fostered requires that teachers believe in their students, recognize abstmse potential, and 

encourage them to believe in themselves and their potentíal. Leamers can be reached, 

become enthusiastic about and energetically involved in their educatíon. They can actívely 

succeed, grow and find fulfîUment, joy and love through intense involvement in one of the 

arts. A result of this realized potentíal can be manifested in improved studio art products. 

Over the years a variety of teaching strategies have been employed by the researcher, 

in high school art and humanitíes classes, required university art courses for both art 

majors and non-majors, adult educatíon and public school teacher in-service groups. These 



efforts were used to unlock, awaken or reawaken the artist within each leamer and to 

enable them to produce art products that were aesthetícally pleasing and personally 

satísfying. This contributed to the further development of art abilities and resulted in 

observable levels of increased student self-esteem. 

Deliberatíon on the diversity of teaching strategies employed over the years reflected 

the influences of John O. Stevens (1971), who suggested one such approach to unlocking 

potential. Stevens wrote of ways to renew awareness, focus, release the body, listen to 

surroundings and employ reversal identification and fantasy joumeys. 

The writer's experiences in a 1980 Wright State University course entítíed Enhancing 

Self-Esteem with professor and practícing psychologist, Dr. Diane Frey, reinforced many 

of the procedures advocated by Stevens. Participants were guided through a series of 

leaming/teaching methods designed to enhance self-esteem. These experiences 

strengthened the writer's commitment to the strategies for esteem growth used by Stevens. 

The researcher continued to discover that when students felt better about themselves the 

quality of their art productions appeared to improve. As the quality of art products 

advanced, student self-esteem, as revealed in art works they produced and entries in 

joumals they were required to maintain as a part of a long-term assignment in the art 

courses, grew. 

Articles and books written by Gawain (1978), Bry (1979), and Masters and Houston 

(1972) suggest that Guided Imagery (GI) activitíes were found to be useful in raising 

student esteem. GI, visualizatíon, and fantasy joumeys used by art therapist Lem Joyner 

of Madison Center, South Bend, Indiana, from 1980 to 1986 with the writer's secondary 

art and humanitíes students, appeared to contribute both to classroom instmctional 

strategies and to nurture personal esteem. In conversatíons with the author, Joyner stated 

he had found tíiis technique to be helpful in raising esteem, and it was observed that tíie 

heightened esteem seemed to contribute directíy to a substantial advancement in tíie quality 



of student art work. The improved art products apparentiy bolstered student esteem 

further and so on. 

Guided imagery is a process that may be considered a procedure for training attention 

in an intemally oriented, non-judgmental manner. Cohen and Twemlow (1981) described 

GI as using a combination of deep voluntary muscle relaxation, suggestion of images, and 

specially constmcted imagery facilitating tapes. 

Leff (1982) defîned guided imagery as a process by which suggestions, offered by 

one individual, alter and/or direct the images fantasized, processed, and produced by 

another individual. The term "guided imagery" is synonymous with such terms as "goal 

directed fantasy," "visualization," "creative visualization," "programmedvisualization," 

"goal directed fantasy joumey," "imagery," "guided fantasy," "guided cognitive imagery," 

"guided transpersonal imagery," "directed reverie therapy," "movies of the mind," 

"imagining with suggestion," and "sharing with them an altered state of consciousness" 

(Coe, 1968; Spanos, 1971; Barber, 1974; Bowers andBowers, 1972; Khatena, 1978; 

Gonick-Barris, 1982; and Leff, 1982). For the purposes of this dissertation, guided 

imagery describes the activation of imaging through relaxation and guided fantasy 

joumeys, freeing of the imagination, and the enhancement of self-esteem, for the ultimate 

purpose of achieving improved studio art products. For the purposes of this dissertation, 

guided imagery describes the actívatíon of imaging, cleansing the mind of tíie prior 

thoughts, the freeing of the the imagination, and focusing inwardly, with possible 

outcomes including enhanced student esteem and the ultimate achievement of improved 

studio art products. 

In previous courses, after GI experiences, the writer's students had been asked to 

write about their encounters in vivid detail and in first person, present tense. They also had 

maintained joumals in which incidents were recorded from experiences, in or out of 

school. These joumal entries included both how and why students felt tíiings had affected 



tíiem. Furthermore reports were often made of enhanced self-esteem. This was observed at 

the same time as improvement in the quality of their art products. 

AU of these impressions suggested the need for examination of a possible relationship 

between such an esteem-enhancing activity as GI and art instmction. The present study 

was designed to ascertain if these impressions could be confirmed by empirical means. 

Because guided imagery had appeared to be associated with improved self-esteem and also 

with rapid development of basic artistic sk ls, a study of this relationship showed promise. 

What might be the relationship between enhanced self-esteem and growth in art skills 

which allowed for better art work? What is the role of guided imagery in enhancing self-

esteem? 

An appropriate group needed to be selected for study of this relatíonship. Work with 

coUege elementary educatíon majors at a large southwestem university as weU as with 

elementary teachers in northem Indiana, suggested that the elementary teacher group had 

needs consistent with the concems of this research. Elementary teachers receive minimal 

training in art yet often are caUed upon to provide what art is taught at the elementary level. 

Could GI experiences put students in a state of readiness, endowed with positive attitudes 

toward art, so that they could better justífy making art? Might GI actívities accelerate 

leaming and the development of art skUls? These questíons seemed worthy of inquiry 

because they might show how GI could assist prospectíve elementary teachers to become 

more receptive to leaming about and making art. Perhaps GI might have, as a result of its 

effect on improving skUl and self-esteem, benefit for future teachers' curiosity, enthusiasm, 

wiUingness, and energy in art teaching. 

An apparent relatíonship seemed to exist for many nortiiem Indiana elementary 

teachers, between feelings about self, quality and quantity of art instmction received, and 

the quality of artwork produced. Those who do weU in their own work seemed to have 

greater resolve toinclude art instmction in their own teaching. The large southwestem 



university's elementary education majors often reported that they postponed taking tiie 

required art for elementary teachers course because they feared tiiey would be inadequate 

and unable to compete with those few whom tiiey perceived blessed witii talent. Work 

with both northem Indiana teachers and with elementary education majors at this uitíversity 

appeared to reveal a growth in skiU which in tum promoted verbal remarks of increased 

determination to include good art instmction in their teaching schedule. 

Consequentiy, coUege elementary education majors were selected for study because 

they, like many of the previously observed high school students, have had Uttie experience 

with art and lack self-confidence in their abUity to make art Elementary teachers in this 

writer's hometown often neglected or omitted real art experiences from their classroom 

activities, with the exception of coloring dupUcated turkeys, pumpkins, Santa Clauses or 

Easter Bunnies. When asked, those teachers responded that they could not make art. 

Furthermore, they stated that tiiey did not feel comfortable trying to teach something that 

they were unable to do. There appeared to be a need to assist future elementary teachers in 

their understanding and making of art, as weU as in their self-confidence. These future 

teachers would some day be in positions to either teach their students art or neglect it If GI 

were used with these fiiture teachers, would self-esteem and art quaUty improve? If this 

were the case, GI might demonstrate its usefulness as a teaching strategy. for achieving 

these goals. 

Tlie strategy that this smdy hoped to confirm empiricaUy had already been employed 

by the author úi two sections of coUege-level design for non-majors, two sections of 

drawing for majors, one section of design for majors, and in one required course for 

elementary education majors at a large southwestem university. Improvements that 

appeared to occur affected 1) the quaUty of art wcrks created by the students and 2) smdent 

self-esteem. At the beginning of these courses, students would often cover their projects as 

the instmctor/researcher moved around the classroom, and made such comments as, "I 



can't do art," "I'm autistic, can't you teU. I can't do art." Such commentary ceased after 

four to six weeks. The students appeared to be able to see marked improvement in their art 

products and, whUe reaUzing that there was much yet to leam, stated tiiat they felt more 

confident about involving themselves in new art smdio experiences. The present study was 

designed to ascertain if these impressions about the role of self-esteem and the quaUty of art 

products could be conf rmed by empirical means. 

Statement of the Problem 

This study focused on the foUowing problem and research questions: 

1. WUl guided imagery activities enhance self-esteem in university students as 

revealed by the Shostrom Personal Orientation Inventory? 

2. Does the use of guided imagery instmctional techniques promote measurable 

improvement in the quaUty of student drawings as ascertained by a slightiy modified 

scoring version of the Educational Testing Service's Advanced Placement in Studio Art 

Examination scoring procedure? 

3. Does enhanced self-esteem contribute to improvement in the quaUty of drawings 

measured by use of the Educational Testing Service's Advanced Placement scoring 

guidelines for studio art quaUty? 

Hypotheses 

Hypothesis One 

On between-groups measures of self-esteem, the experimental group wUl score 

significantiy higher than tíie control group on the post-test. 
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Hvpothesis Two 

On within-group measures of self-esteem, the experimental group wiU score 

signifîcantiy higher on the post-test than on the pre-test. 

Hypothesis Three 

On within-group measures of self-esteem, the control group wiU score significantly 

higher on the post-test than on the pre-test. 

Hypothesis Four 

On between-groups measures of the quaUty of artworks, the experimental group wUl 

score signifîcantíy higher than the control group on the post-test. 

Hypothesis Five 

On within-groups measures of the quaUty of artworks, the experimental group wiU 

score significantiy higher on the post-test than on the pre-test 

Hypothesis Six 

On within-group measures of the quaUty of artworks, the control group wiU score 

significantiy higher on the post-test than on the pre-test. 

Hypothesis Seven 

When the experimental group and the control group are considered as a single group of 

scores, there wiU be significant positive interactions between measures of self-esteem and 

the quaUty of artworks obtained from the post-tests. 



Definition of Terms 

Attríbution theorv: A theory used in social psychology and concemed with social 

perception that maintains that attimdes are determined by behavior which can be used to 

modify future behavior and produce alterations of attimdes. In this process "one ascribes 

or imputes a characteristic (trait, emotion or motive, etc.) to oneseU or to another person." 

It represents "a general approach to social psychology and personaUty theory in which 

behavior is analyzed in the Ught of this concept" One's past experiences play important 

roles in processing one's new experiences (Gestalt theory). Based on "the causality 

arguments of Heider, [it strives] to explain the manner in which people attribute 

characteristics and traits to people." It "maintains that the foUowing sequence occurs in 

social situations: a person observes another engaging in some behavior, makes an 

inference about that individual's intentions based on the perceived actions and then 

attributes some underlying motivating trait to the person which is consistent with the 

behavior" (Reber, 1985, p. 67). 

Awareness of fantasv actívitv: "Includes aU mental actívity beyond the present 

awareness of [an] ongoing experience, aU explaining, imagining, interpretíng, guessing, 

thinking, comparing, planning, remembering the past and antícipating the future" (Stevens, 

1971, p.6). 

Awareness of the inside world: Actual sensory contact with inner events in tiie 

present and includes what one currentíy and acmally feels from inside one's skin such as 

"itches, muscle tensions and movements, physical manifestatíons of feelings and emotíons, 

discomfort and well-being" (Stevens, 1971, p.5). 

Awareness of the outside world: "Acmal sensory contact with objects and events in 

the present [including what one] now acmally see[s], hear[s], smeU[s], taste[s], or 

touch[es]" (Stevens, 1971, p.5). 
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Creatíve visuaUzation: Technique of using one's imagination to create what one wants 

in one's life. It is making inner pictures, consciousness. A person can use visualization to 

have whatever one wants, but one must really want what is visuaUzed (Gawain, 1978). 

Enhancing self-perceptions: Botii clarifying self-concept and improving self-esteem. 

In some cases, however, either self-concept or self-esteem wUl be specificaUy mentioned. 

When this is done, [the writer wUl be] referring to one or the other particularly, rather than 

using the terms interchangeably (Beane and Lipka, 1984, p.7). 

Focusing: Whatever one focuses one's attention on is pretty clear, but other things 

and events tend to fade out of awareness. If one notices oneself generaUzing, it is 

important to retum one's attention to the focus of one's awareness in the present moment. 

For instance one may mainly notice colors, shapes, textures, imperfections, sounds, 

movements, tensions, or physical sensations (Stevens, 1971). 

Guided affective imagery (GAI): Used primarily as a tool for self awareness and 

acceptance of others. Affective imagery enables one to develop healthy, self determined 

concepts by taking responsibiUty for one's own power, experiencing various aspects of 

one's personality, recognizing and working with latent capabiUties, enlarging those 

capabUities already working for them, and imprinting "Successful Me" types of images 

within them (Galyean, 1982-83). 

Guided cognitive imagerv (GCI): Primarily used to develop one's thinking skUls and 

subsequentiy, is used to accelerate mastery of cognitive material presented in a perscribed 

curriculum. Imagery activities are added to enhance mastery of cognitive material 

(Galyean, 1982-83). 

Guided imagerv (GI): Synonymous with Guided fantasy (GF). A fantasy-inducing 

process that may be considered a procedure for training attention in an intemally oriented, 

non-judgmental manner. This technique uses a combination of deep voluntary muscle 

relaxation, suggestion of images, and special musical tapes (Cohen and Twemlow, 1981). 
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Imagery: Denotes cognitive content, sensory and nonsensory, and also refers to 

symboUc processes of a specific sensory kind, in this instance the visual modaUty. Mental 

images are regarded as tiie primary symbols of thinking, whUe aU other symbols are 

secondary and derivative (Kaufmann, 1979). Thought has imagery as its base. Thinking 

may occur in verbal images and non-verbal images, with visual images occupying the most 

prominent place (Kaufmann, 1979). 

Locus of control: Intemal or extemal. If one has an intemal locus, one feels as if one 

has control over what happens to oneself. In contrast, if one has an extemal locus one 

tends to attribute one's life experiences to forces or individuals outside oneself (Reber, 

1985). 

Movies-of-the Mind: Synonymous with Programed visuaUzation (Bry and Bair, 

1978). 

Programed visualizarion: Guided imagery which may be used for different kinds of 

goals including heaUng, teaching oneself a skUl, rehearsing a coming event or creating new 

circumstances in one's life (Bry and Bair, 1978). 

Oualitv of art work: The level of achievement as demonstrated by art works. Factors 

that are used in assessing quality include imagination; freshness of conception and 

interpretation; mastery of concepts, composition, materials, and techniques; a distinct sense 

of order and form; evidence of a range of experience; a sense of focus, style, and personal 

direction (The CoUege Board, 1985 and The Educational Testing Service, 1985). 

Relaxation: Being receptively stUl, witii relaxed attention, yet being alert, 

concentrating on what is happening inside oneself. At the same time, one is uninvolved 

witii what may be happening outside oneself, in the range of one's senses (Bry and Bair, 

1978). 

Self-concept: As complete a concept of oneseU as possible through description based 

on roles and attributes beUeved possessed. This contrasts with self-esteem, where the 
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emphasis is on evaluative judgements (Reber, 1985, p.677) (positive or negative) (Beane 

and Lipka, 1984, p. 6). In answer to the question, "'TeU me about yourself,' one might 

say that one is 'taU (or short),' 'fat (or thin).'" The tmeness or falseness of the statement is 

unimportant. If they are part of what one perceives then they are part of one's self-concept 

(Beane and Lipka, 1984, p.6). One's self-concept may be accurate or inaccurate, reaUstic 

or unreaUstic, clear or confused, but it is not judged as positive or negative. 

Self-esteem: Describes the degree to which one values oneself. Esteem impUes high 

worth or value. When self and esteem are combined, it refers to an evaluation one makes 

and the degree to which one is satisfied or disatisfied with oneself. This degree of self-

esteem is referred to as high or low. When this "evaluative component is absent" it refers 

to self-appraisal/self-concept (Reber, 1985, p.678). 

One might describe oneself as short (self-concept) and then go on to say that one is 

happy or unhappy about being short. This judgment is an indicator of self-esteem for it 

indicates how one feels about the description. Self-esteem involves one's sense of self-

worth/self-regard and is represented in such feelings as 'I am unhappy with myself or 'I 

like myself.' When one refers to the self-esteem of others, and uses such terms as 

positive, neutral, or negative, one is denoting the quality and intensity of one's esteem. 

Self-esteem judgments are based on values or value indicators such as attimdes, 

beUefs, or interests. For example, an adolescent might describe himself as a good student 

(self-concept), but may wish to change that (self-esteem) because he wants to be accepted 

by peers who devalue school success (value indicator). The place of one's values in self-

perceptions is that one may not have the same self-esteem judgments as others in similar 

situations (Beane and Lipka, 1984, pp. 6-7). 

Self-perceptíon: Clarifying self-concept and tiiereby improving self-esteem (Beane, 

and Lipka, 1984, p.7). The perceived self, or tiie self of which one is aware, is 

represented in self-perception theory. Self-perception theory suggests tiiat one's 
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attumdes, beliefs and self-characterizations are often determined by one's observations of 

their own behaviors. It's underlying principle indicates that" . . . we tend to judge the 

feelings of others by what we see them do, [and therefore] we infer our own attimdes by 

[observing ourselves]." Its signifiance is that it "sets up, in principle at least, the 

conditions for attimde change. That is, if attitudes are determined by behavior rather than 

the other way around, then modification of behavior wUl produce concomitant 

modification of attimde" (Reber, 1985, p.680). 

Self-worth: Evaluative appraisal of oneself; synonymous with the concepts self-

esteem, self-respect, and personal acceptance (Epstein, 1973, pp. 404-416). One tends to 

act in ways tiiat attempt to protect one's sense of worth when it is threatened. Many 

psychologists "agree that the individual attempts to maximize success, which enhances a 

sense of worth, [in order] to avoid failure, which tiireatens to devalue it" (Covington and 

Beery, 1976, p.6). 

Transpersonal: Expands beyond the ordinary physical emotional way of viewing 

oneself and the world to recognize as valid mystical, psychic, and spirimal dimensions of 

knowing as well (Galyean, 1982-83). 

Transpersonalists: Those who smdy aU forms of consciousness and altered states of 

perception in tiieir concem "with optimum psychological health and weU being" whUe also 

indicating individual realities of innermost experiences (Walsh and Vaughan, 1980), and 

recognizing divine or ultimate wisdom in Ufe (Tart, 1975 and Galyean, 1982-83). 



CHAPTER n 

RE VIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

This review of Uterature is divided into seven sections. The first section is concemed 

with the importance of drawing from observation in art education. The second section is 

about guided imagery as a proven technique in psychological diagnosis and treatment. The 

third probes its value as a proven technique. The fourth section describes how the 

enhanced imagery resulting from guided imagery generates ideas. The fifth section 

discusses the relationship between stress and leaming. The sixth section shows the 

relationship between guided imagery and self-esteem. The sevénth section explains how 

guided imagery has been used as an effective technique which accelerates academic 

leaming. 

Drawing from Observation with Children in Art Education 

Lowenfeld (1947) wrote that characteristic subject matter used by chUdren throughout 

tiie grades is determined by man in his environment, and that this relationship is subjective 

and ever changing. For example, chUdren ages four to seven represent the human figure 

with "circular motion for head, longimdinal for legs and arms, [with] head-feet 

representations developing to more complex form concept[s and] [s]ymbols depending on 

active knowledge during the act of drawing" (p. 35). In drawing the human figure, 

chUdren seven to nine define tiie concept according to tiieir "active knowledge and 

personaUty tiirough repetition" (p. 71). These chUdren create "schema" that deviate from 

what tiiey see by: (1) exaggerating important parts, (2) neglecting or omitting 

unimportant parts, and (3) changing symbols. Children nine to 11 emphasize "(1) clothes 

14 
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and differcnces between girls and boys. (2) Greater stiffness as a result of egocentric 

attimdes and the emphasis on details [such] as clothes, hair, and so forth. There appears to 

be a tendency toward realistic lines and the removal from schema" (p.94). "Drawing 

which makes an attempt to represent reality as a visual concept (p. 74)," ages 12 to 14, 

Lowenfeld terms pseudonaturalism. Suggesting further that "under a reaUstic concept of 

the human figure, tiie concept is determined by the changing optical effects experienced in 

different light, space, and atmospheric conditions" (p. 99). Lowenfeld recommended that 

it could be pointed out to chUdren to draw clothes showing folds and wrinkles at the places 

where the body beneath bends and to observe that lights and shadows are determined by 

the changes of the sitting body, and the like. Prior to this age the child protrays "clothes 

only for characterization, to show that 'this is a girl'" (p. 100). 

Piaget (1950) suggested that the young chUd is often not satisfied with speaking but 

must "'play out' what he thinks[, thus symboUzing] his ideas by means of gestures or 

objects, and represent[ing] things by imitation, drawing, and constmction" (p. 159). 

Suggesting that "observation is almost entirely an acquired skUl", Read (1944) continued 

"that in most cases the eye (and the other organs of sensation) have to be trained, both in 

observation (directed perception) [as weU as] in notation" (p. 206). 

Beittel (1972), concemed with tiie drawing process and sequence, indicated tiiat 

Langer treated the "mind both abstractiy and dynamicaUy enough to accommodate 

confortably tiie complexity of artistic behavior" (p.61). Beittel maintained tiiat 

art strategy is a more or less implicit or emerging plan for connecting 
symboUc transformations of sensory feedback.. . . The plan is situational 
in that beginning drawing operations, as much as intentionaUty (that is, 
images of what can be done arising fí-om what has been done) and 
idiosyncratic meaning, wiU determine what acmaUy occurs in a drawing. 
[P]roblem-controlUng [suggests tiiat] [a]t any given point in tiie drawing 
process, the 'inner' drawing and the 'communicative' drawing as it actuaUy 
is at its existing stage phase~[results in] symboUc transformation. This 
means tiiat tiie artist must feel like tiie controUing agent, no matter how 
dynamic tiie process.. . . This impUes that all kinds of thinking processes 
enter in drawing. (p.62) 
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Pariser (1978) suggested tfiat chUdren often start drawing witíi "stereotyped graphic 

notions but . . . are also open to the impress of the visual world." Rather than relying on 

formulae, they rely on their "capacity to make matches between graphic output and 

percepmal experience" (p.30). This development of "percepmal-motor skiUs, [is related] 

to an enhancement of the abiUty to see correspondences between optical airays and the 

marks on the page. The smdent is made aware of new visual information and of a way of 

encoding it on tiie page" (p.31). Pariser indicated that a second method used to aide in titís 

development is the copying of great master drawings. He further suggested that it is 

important for smdents to make efforts in "concentration [in order to] match the medium we 

use and our perceptual experience" (p.32). 

A report by Gainer and Child (1986) on the Children's School of Science in Woods 

Hole, Massachusetts, found that smdents in this elementary school program, who were 

engaged in scientific iUustration, a form of artwork that demands close observational 

drawing, also received instmction in color, in line, in shape, in texture, and even in the 

expressive quality of their work. Gainer and ChUd reported how students overcame the 

terror that often paralyzes young people facing such artistic and scientific chaUenges: "In 

sum, scientific Ulustration provides a method for students to develop visual acuity and 

drawing proficiency as they participate in aitistic and scientiflc traditions and glean a most 

gratifying association witii tiie natural world" (p. 22). Using field trips, namre, and Ufe 

drawing to enhance aesthetic awareness, skiUs can be developed in the studio with 

increased depth of understanding and appreciation. 

Smith (1983) indicated that chUdren "sometimes chose to draw from observation, and 

[that] thefr observation drawings differed from memory drawings in that tiiey indicated 

greater detail, overlapping, unconventional orientations, and complexly contoured shapes" 

(p.22). Drawing from observation can be taught in American schools. Data coUected in 

1905 by German educator, Georg Kerschensteiner, who coUected and studied 100,000 
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chUdren's drawing, observed tiiat "children sometimes disregarded the model or motif (p. 

23)" electing rather to draw from memory pictures. The work of Helga Eng (1931) 

ignored 66% of the Kerschensteiner observing responses. Art educators during the 20's 

and 30's suggested that drawing from observation was not thought to be useful and that 

"chUdren's memory and observation drawings did not differ significantly. Ultimately, art 

educators came to the conclusion that children could not and should not draw from 

observation" (Smith, p.23). Smith's research found that children, ages seven to nine, 

involved in 12 class sessions of 1 1/2 hours each in which observation drawing was 

interspersed with other activities, "on only 8 out of 45 occasions . . . [chose] not to draw 

from observation" (p. 23). She concluded that 

It seems evident tiiat we need more research to get a clearer idea of the 
developmental stages of observations drawing. This wiU enable 
theoreticians to revise their current picture of development which is biased 
in favor of memory work. It wUl enable teachers to integrate observation 
drawing into the cuiriculum and to do so with appropriate respect for the 
natural growth of children's abiUties. Most of all it wiU make it possible for 
chUdren to receive instmction in an important and natural facet of the art 
process. (p. 25) 

Smith discussed the problems of children in observational drawing and what they 

need to be taught in order to draw from life. She noted that chUdren conceive of the 

medium as being flat because they think concretely. Since the medium is flat with Unes on 

it, in their minds, they need to be taught to think more abstractiy in order to represent the 

tiiree-dimensional appearance of objects on that flat paper. 

Therefore, classroom strategies that effectively enhance achievement by either reducing 

the time required to acquire drawing skUIs, or by improving tiie quaUty of drawings, is of 

considerable interest to art educators. Drawing is the basic skUl of art as reading and 

writing are for general academic achievement. 
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Guided Imagerv 

In order to achieve access to the benefits of observational drawing, different 

instmctional methods need to be examined. Guided imagery has been observed to enhance 

and intensify various leaming operations. Many terms have been used to explain the same 

phenomenon: "visual imagery," "inner perception," "visuaUzation," "imagery," and 

"creative visualization." Today's Uterature has favored tíie phrase "guided imagery" and/or 

"guided fantasy" to differentiate a particular kind of imaging from the other forms of 

visuaUzing. Both guided imagery (GI) and guided fantasy (GF) utUize our natural abiUty to 

recreate pictures in our minds which focus on a particular event or simation. Basically 

these are processes "by which suggestions, offered by one individual, alter and/or direct 

the images fantasized, processed and produced by another" (Leff, 1982). 

Gerrard (Samuels and Samuels, 1975), indicated that meditation and visualization are 

the two important "new" concepts in 20th century American life. Gerrard observed that 

for 2,000 years, society had suppressed visualization and denied one of our most basic 

mental processes. Yet, visuaUzation is the way people think. Images existed before 

words. Because of space limitations, this review wUl not chronicle the fascinating history 

of imagery but wUI rather focus on it as a technique, as well as its uses as a technique for 

Ufe enhancement 

Samuels and Samuels (1975) traced imagery from the earUest cave dweUers of 60,000 

B.C. through the Egyptians, to modem physiology, psychology, and psychiatry. Gordon 

(1972) defined images as the perception of forms, colors, sounds, smells, movements, or 

tastes without acmally experiencing extemal stimuU. For us to more fuUy understand the 

dimensions of visualizations, Samuels and Samuels (1975) categorized tiieir types as 

foUows: 
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1. Receptive visualizations involve spontaneous images only. 

2. Programmed visualizations are images which are consciously held in the mind's 

eye. 

3. GeneraUzed visuaUzations deal with symbolic images. 

4. Specifîc visuaUzations deal with acmal simations, events and feeUngs. 

5. Goal visualizations are images of a situation as if it has already happened such as 

seeing a whole, healthy, cured body. 

GI experiences are programmed visuaUzations which can be both generaUzed or 

specifîc depending on the desired outcomes, processes, or final goal state which is 

contingent on tiie verbal cues. Man has used experiences such as these to gain access to 

creative and innovative geneses. 

Khatena (1978) noted that WiIUam Blake found creative imagination to be a source of 

spiritual energy. Khatena found that Blake and Samuel Taylor Coleridge regarded creative 

imaginative activity as simulating the creative act of God. The function of creative 

imagination has also been thought of as some mysterious activity of the mind tiiat is used in 

the act of solving problems (Bowra, 1950). Imagination can also be defined as the 

chemistry of mental processing where interactive inteUecmal and emotive forces participate 

in stimulating, energizing, and propagating tiie creative act (Khatena, 1976). 

Guided Imagerv as a Proven 
Psychological and Clinica Technique 

Guided imagery is an established method of psychological and clinical treatment It is 

not tiie intention of tiiis smdy to use it to eitiier diagnose or treat psychological conditions; 

however, it is useful to establish that the general metiiod of GI is viewed and understood as 

a benign activity. Therefore, smdies wiU be cited showing its beneficial use in cUnical 

settings. 
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Timlin (1982) investigated tiie effect of GI techniques on the personality dimension of 

locus of control orientation as well as the self-esteem of identified delinquent adolescents. 

He sought ways to determine GI's effectiveness as a primary therapeutic catalyst for 

increasing self-esteem, self-acceptance and intemal locus of control. A highly intemal 

person is one who tends to take responsibUity for one's own actions and views oneself as 

having control over one's own destiny. The highly extemal person often sees control as 

residing elsewhere and attributes success/failure to outside forces. Positive changes would 

mean that individuals became more responsible and more respectful of themselves and 

others. "Guided imagery always seek[s] to establish empathic understanding, catalyze, 

release emotional experience and help the patient to work progressively through the 

emotionaUy charged content. Emotions, ideas and behaviors are changes [that occur] as the 

patient grows." Individual images "become tiie focal point for an emotional catharsis, 

[with] the release of affect, catalyzed by an induced image,... extinguish[ing] 

psychosomatic symptoms, [and/or] facUitating greater control over physiological 

responses." TimUn's (1982) study demonstrated that "guided imagery technique can 

effectively influence the locus of control of delinquent adolescents in the intemal direction" 

(p. 268B). 

Kovach (1985) reported on the use of guided imagery along witii other treatments, 

especially music in therapy methods. She indicated guided imagery used witii music is 

simUar to the traditional practice of shamanism in that tiie altered state of consciousness 

induced brought about heaUng. Moon (1973) noted tiiat "art found its beginnings in 

shamanism" (p. 13). Moon continued that shamanism was not concemed witii simple, 

precise forms, but "vague, inarticulate, incoherent forms which are highly connotative, 

intuitive, and, therefore-to a great degree-unconscious in namre" (p. 15). Denning and 

Osbome (1980) reported the use of guided imagery in treatments to eUminate smoking, 

improve memory and direct one's spUitual source of supply. Singer and Switzer (1980) 
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found a use for guided imagery in improving athletic performance. Other 

psychotiierapeutic uses of guided imagery are reported by Samuels and Samuels (1975), in 

assertiveness training by Straub and Moore (1977), and marriage counseUng by Bry 

(1979). 

The psychological changes associated with guided imagery were investigated by 

Cohen and Twemlow (1981) and remind one of suggestions by AssagioU, R. (1965) and 

Goldberger, E. (1957), that imagery and fantasy have been used as 

an integral part of the psychotherapeutic process. Psychoanalysis and 
virmally aU psychodynamicaUy oriented psychotherapies have . . . 
utilized... fantasies as a central aspect of the treatment process. . . . 
[Tjmagery has also played an important role in behavior therapies,... 
with many investigators . . . noting that when imagery-inducing 
procedures [were] used experimentally and cUnically, it often serve[d] as 
a vehicle for the symbolic representation of unconscious conflicts. 
(Cohen and Twemlow, 1981, p. 259) 

Studying the effects of eight sessions of GI on twenty undergraduates, relating to 

varied aspects of percepmal, affective, and cognitive functioning, Cohen and Twemlow 

concluded using data from a pre/post (ANOVA), that relative to a control group, subjects 

who experienced GI: 

a) became signifîcantly more Inner Directed as measured by the 
Personal Orientation Inventory (POI), b) became significantly more 
field independent as measured by the Embedded Figures Test, and c) 
increased sensitivity and awareness of imageiy, fantasy, and emotions 
during the GI sessions as reported by the participants. 

The four month foUow-up data indicated that relative to the control 
group, subjects who experienced GI significantiy changed in a positive 
direction on the foUowing POI scales: Inner direction; Self-Regard; Self-
Acceptance; Acceptance of Aggression; and Nature of Man. (p. 259) 

Conclusions reached by Cohen and Twemlow suggested that "Guided Imagery may 

be a metiiod which facUitates percepmal and attimdinal change" (p. 259) including: 1) 

positive effects on college students; 2) significant positive changes which took place in 

inner direction, self-regard, self-acceptance, and acceptance of aggression; 3) perceptual 

and attitudinal changes; and 4) significant changes in how we see ourselves and others. 
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The process facUitated increased awareness of imagery, fantasy, and grieving during an 

experience itself, and contributed to psychological well-being, independence, and the 

capacity to be self-supportive. They suggested that we become aware of intemal processes 

by training people to focus attention intemaUy in a nonjudgmental fashion. 

Leuner (1978) clarified that GI therapy rather than treating specific symptoms 

endeavors to influence a comprehensive psychodynamic base in the specifîc affected patient 

by working with sometimes constraining preconscious and unconscious material. Singer 

(1974) described therapy patients who reported feeUng more whole and mamre after guided 

imagery therapy sessions. 

Enhanced Imagery and the Generation of Ideas 

Any activity that contributes to creative thinking has promise as a source of important 

ideas useful for our society and the world. Enhanced imagery has been linked to the 

formation of creative thinking. For example, EUistein resolved complex mathematical and 

physical problems through his keen abiUty to perceive, feel, and interpret inner images. 

Aristotie believed that thought was housed in images tiiat evoked emotions and revealed 

inner knowledge. Pythagoras taught his disciples to solve matiiematical problems by 

consciously evoking dream imagery. The German chemist Kekule discovered the 

molecular stmcture of benzene while imagining a snake swallowing its tail (Galyean, 

1983). 

Gowan (1981) reminded us of man's abiUty for creative generation of images and 

ideas which tiie ancients ascribed to "divine origin, inspiration or direction to any great 

creative work" (p.v). Throughout time tiiis creative functioning has been found to be 

mysterious. "To create, the mind must witiidraw upon itself for a time, to focus its forces, 

and tiien project an individuaUzed image of itself onto an extemal medium" (p.v). He 

furtiier suggested that this "introspection and 'focusing' takes tiie form of a heightened 
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awareness of the peripheral asymmetries in a simation, and a subtie settUng into 

consciousness of concepts at the boundaries of rationality of in the unconscious" (p.v). 

This special time of withdrawl and creation is a "tender time" (p.v). Gowan suggested tiiat 

this departing removes one from the conscious cognition of the left hemisphere of one's 

brain and places ones focus into the right hemisphere imagery which is the 

vehicle through which incubation produces creativity.... Graham WaUas 
(1926) identified four components [of this creative process] preparation, 
incubation, Ulumination, verification. By incubation, he meant any technique 
of relaxation of the conscious cognition, such as, but not confined to dreams, 
daydreams, fantasy, hypnosis, mediation, diversion, play, etc, which allows 
subUminal processes (right hemisphere functions) to operate. He saw 
preparation (academic discipline), as the necessary, and incubation 
(relaxation), as the sufficient condition for creative insights to emerge. 
(Gowan, p. xii) 

Suggesting that psychologists have now 

centered creativity in human development rather than in divine afflatus, it is 
obvious that we shall have to increase our prospectus of man's reach and 
potential. Imagination as the precursor of this creativity and as its means of 
development seems to become far more important in the psychology and 
education of the future. (Gowan, p. xvi) 

Khatena (1979) indicated that it is also important to nurture imagery in tiie visual and 

performing arts and also to nurture forms that appeal to tiíie eye or forms of art tiiat require 

performance. When involved in producing works of art one has to 

possess certain talents tiiat aUow [one] to perceive the ordinary world witii an 
'uncommon eye' that stores as images sensory impressions that go beyond tíie 
visual, auditory and kinesthetic, where sensory boundaries are crossed so that, 
for instance, what is heard is seen, and what is touched is visualized. To these 
may be added a sensitivity to rhythm and a deptii for feeling that when 
energized by tíie creative imagûiation brings about a 'magic syntiiesis' of tiie 
elements into an image that is percursor to a work of art (Khatena, p.255) 

He tiius stresses tiie need to do all tiiat is witiiin our power to assist and maximize our 

potential creativity, enhanced imagery and ideas. 

Samuels and Samuels (1975) observed that research has tended to vaUdate tiie Kantian 

notion tiiat thinking in pictures precedes tiiinking in words and Gerrard's observation that 

images came before words. With support from such great thinkers, as well as researchers 
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from the psychologies of consciousness, a vaUdation of this impression seems apparent 

Thus it is not surprising then that some educators have tumed to imagery activities in order 

expand and deepen mental performance (Bmbeau, 1979; PeUetier, 1977,1978; Pribram, 

1976; WUber, 1977). 

Such incubation process or threshold was reported by Clark (1971) in his book 

Einstein. the Life and Line. which suggested that upon examination of himself and his 

methods of thought, Einstein concluded that his gift of fantasy and imagery activity was 

more important to him than his talent for absorbing positive knowledge. Receptive 

visualization is a reUable means of getting access to the state of consciousness where 

creative ideas come into the mind and also plays a cmcial role in the incubation and 

iUumination stages of creativity (Samuels and Samuels, 1975). 

Maltz (1960) suggested relaxation exercises similar to those used in preparation for 

GI, which include "bring[ing] mental pictures, or memories, clearer and clearer. The effect 

of leaming wiU be cumulative. Practice wiU strengthen the tie-in between mental image and 

physical sensation. [One] wUl become more and more proficient in relaxation, and this in 

itself wiU be 'remembered' in future practice sessions" (p. 58). "Creative ideas are not 

consciously thought out by forebrain thinking, but come automatically, spontaneously, and 

somewhat like a bolt out of the blue, when the conscious mind has let go of the problem 

and is engaged in tiiinking of something else" (p.74). If one unclamps one's intellectual 

and practical machinery and lets it respond for itself it wUl aUow more to occur. "In order 

to receive an 'inspiration' or a 'hunch'" (p.74), one must do the foUowing things: 1) be 

interested in solving a problem or answering a specific question; 2) gatiier information; 3) 

consider possible actions; 4) reaUy want to solve the problem. Once one has done aU of 

these things it is best to get away from it and relax. 

Reminders by Maltz were reported that when "Thomas A. Edison was stymied by a 

problem, he would Ue down and take a short nap"(p.75). After resting, he often found a 
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solution. French scientist Fehr would find most of his discoveries when he was away 

from his lab. Charles Darwin, who told how an "intuitional flash came to him suddenly, 

after months of conscious tiiinking had faUed to give him the ideas he needed for Thg 

Origin of Species. He wrote, 'I can remember the very spot in the road, whUst in my 

carriage, when to my joy the solution occurred to me'" (p.75). Lenox RUey Lohr, former 

president of the National Broadcasting Company, found his ideas about business, and 

indicated tiiat "his best ideas came from information picked up casuaUy and entirely 

unrelated to his work" (p.75). C. G. Suits, Chief of Research at General Electric, stated to 

Maltz that "nearly aU the discoveries in research laboratories came as hunches during a 

period of relaxation, foUowing a period of intensive tiiinking and fact-gathering" (p.75), a 

phenomenon supportive and congment with WaUas' stages of the creative process: 

preparation, incubation, iUumination and verification. 

Guided Imagery and Leaming 

Guided Imagery. Stress and Leaming 

Guided imagery has been incorporated into biofeedback, and the medical profession 

has documented conclusively its positive effects on migraine headaches, anxiety, blood 

pressure, stress, and other physiological responses (Brown, 1974). Leaming can also be 

enhanced by tiie therapeutic effects of guided imagery. 

Guided imagery has been introduced as a therapeutic method of improving leaming, 

behavior, and creativity in students and teachers on aU levels (Herr, 198Ib). In a study of 

forty-five high-risk undergraduate smdents enroUed in human development courses (tiiey 

did not meet minimum level university entrance requirements), Bmsman (1985) sought a 

comparison between biofeedback and guided imagery upon the reduction of anxiety. These 

students had varied levels of academic difficulties and high levels of anxiety. Bmsman's 

smdy indicated that no significant differences existed in tiie relative effectiveness of tiie two 
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anxiety reduction techniques in tiiat smdents in both groups lowered anxiety levels in 

contrast to a control group (as measured by post-EMG microvoltage levels). Treatment 

effectiveness was found among the biofeedback and guided imagery groups but it was not 

determined which was more effective. Bmsman (1985) suggested further investigation 

should be conducted to determine whether a combination of biofeedback and GI would be 

most effective as a method for assisting smdents in anxiety reduction. 

Kuhlman (1982) reported the use of techniques of systematic desensitization utUizing 

symptom-centering and guided imagery with a male undergraduate suffering from severe 

test anxiety. The student gained insight and symptom reUef, and in this specific case the 

symptom was an unconscious expression of intrapersonal confUcts in the smdent's 

marriage. The student was able to discover the causes of the interference and was also able 

to confront them so that they no longer interfered with his abiUty test taking abiUties. 

J. Carter (1979) smdied use of biofeedback, relaxation training, and visual imagery 

tapes on leaming-disabled elementary school boys. The smdy found significant 

improvement in self-acceptance, perception of abUity, and effective control of muscular 

tension during reading. Murdock (1978) described an approach used by an elementary 

school teacher to teach meditation to a class of twenty-five highly gifted kindergarten 

students. Prior to the GI treatment, breathing exercises for tensing and relaxing muscles 

were used. Students reported higher attention span levels, relaxation, and imagination. 

In a review of the literature on the use of hypnosis in sports psychology, Pearson 

(1983) summarized that hypnosis is not only motivational, but also may reduce anxiety 

about the skiUs demanded. The three stages in treatment included relaxation, suggestion, 

and guided imagery. He further indicated that these experiences bring about movement 

awareness and can often facUitate muscular performance in athletes who are disabled. 

Westerman's (1984) comparison between covert techniques (GI) and overt techniques (role 

playing) concluded that GI was as effective or more effective tiian role playing in tiie 
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leaming of communication skiUs. Research by Samoff (1983) witii 30 undergraduates 

enrolled in a career planning course indicated tiiat imagery techniques are effective in 

counseUng because tiiey promote divergent thinking, which assists with tiie development of 

the problem-solving skiUs so important to leaming. 

Guided magerv and Self-Esteem 

Most researchers agree that the way we view ourselves (i.e., our seLf-perceptions, 

including self-concept and self-esteem) contributes to our particular kind of educative 

experience. Self-concept refers to the image one has of oneself whereas self-esteem refers 

to how one feels about oneself. Beane and Lipka (1984) suggested that "many, perhaps 

thousands, in our schools, find themselves with unclear self-concepts and values." When 

there is a lack of clarity in one's self-concept, one often feels that the "choices for the future 

[are] limited, [instead of seeing]. . . a field of opportunities open to [us]." As educators 

we seek methods to help "young people clarify their self-concepts and improve their self-

esteem; in short, [we search for ways to find] how to enhance self-perceptions of 

students." To do this we must "sharpen [our] teaching skiUs . . . and commit our 

intelUgence to more thoughtful and comprehensive curriculum planning. [But before this] 

we need to understand. . . the tiieory of self-perceptions and [also look at practices which 

have offered] promise for their enhancement" (p.2). 

There is much evidence that guided imagery contributes to enhanced self-esteem. 

Cohen and Twemlow (1980) reported a Columbia University smdy that used eight guided 

imagery sessions witii 20 undergraduates. The smdents became significantiy more inner 

directed, field independent, sensitive, and aware of imagery, fantasy, and emotions than 

the control group did. (See above, page 17.) 

Work done by Kivland (1986) at Saint Luke's Hospital, Cleveland, Ohio, using music 

with a conduct-disordered adolescent showed improved self-esteem. Esteem growth was 
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Work done by Kivland (1986) at Saint Luke's Hospital, Cleveland, Ohio, using 

music witii a conduct-disordered adolescent showed improved self-esteem. Esteem growtíi 

was measured during a 12-week experiment by the decrease in the frequency of 

spontaneous negative self-statements. By week 12, tiie boy, was able to list independentiy 

both what he had done weU as weU as what he needed to improve. This abUity was 

transferred to other discipUnes. Music and guided imagery techniques are often combined 

in such treatments. 

Fugitt (1983) has developed techniques of psychosynthesis, a comprehensive 

educational approach to the harmonious integration of the whole personaUty-the physical, 

emotional, mental, and spirimal aspects of oneself. This method aims at the development 

of awareness of the deep center which brings the various parts into the unity of wholeness. 

Primarily imagery and visuaUzation are used. 

Maltz (1960) indicated that negative personaUty pattems can be eliminated by the 

establishment of positive pattems of habit. In Psycho-Cybemetics: A New Technique for 

Using Your Subconscious Power. he suggested ways to clear one's mind of disturbing 

feelings such as angers, hostilities, fears, anxieties, and insecurities through relaxation. 

We are capable of being in contact witii our feeUngs if we would only prepare ourselves, 

visualize and force ourselves to engage in daily relaxation. Ulumination wiU occur when 

we allow ourselves incubation time. GI experiences and relaxation exercises prior to them 

can open new avenues for verification. We can not have self doubts, anger, fear, or be 

anxious, insecure, as long as we are in a perfectiy relaxed state. "Relaxation of muscles 

brings about 'mental relaxation,' or a peaceful 'relaxed attitude.' Relaxation is namre's 

own tranquilizer" (Maltz, p.73). We each were bom with our own spirimal thermostat 

which enables us to maintain our "emotional climate and atmosphere in spite of the 

emotional weather around us" (p.l86). Some smdents seem to panic and forget aU they 

know when asked to take an examination. It is aU tied in witii how tiiey have leamed to 
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react to crisis simations. It has been suggested that GI and relaxation exercises help us in 

crisis prevention, in that they clear our minds and allow us to re-enter in a more readied 

state. 

Guided Imagerv and Academic Leaming 

Assuming that guided imagery contributes to enhanced self-esteem, it tiien remains to 

be determined if enhanced self-esteem contributes to improved academic performance. 

There is support for such a contention in the literature. Guided Imagery has a record of 

achievement in the development of a number of skiUs and leaming activities. Lee and 

Lindsey (1985) wrote that children and adults who accept themeselves and their reaUties 

with a sense of pride can accomplish measurable educational gains. Galyean (1982-83) 

reported on the use of guided imagery in elementary and secondary schools in Los Angeles 

City Schools, suggesting that data contributed by teachers active in such hoUstic-oriented 

education in the United States and Canada and those working with the Center for 

Integrative Leaming, seem to indicate that imagery activities are used primarily for 

cognitive gains, affective development, and transpersonal awareness. Teachers also have 

used imagery to sharpen smdents' focusing/attention skUls, retention of information, 

psychomotor skUIs, self-acceptance, and tiieir acceptance of others. 

Galyean úicluded the results of two empirical smdies at the Center which iUustrate 

some of the constmctive effects of imagery activities on secondary students. In one, high 

school Spanish students considered as "gang-related kids who disUked school... [and] 

ranked in tiie lowest 25 percentUe of reading abiUty" were taught how to use guided 

imagery to view themselves as successful leamers. "After four months of tiiis activity, 

outside evaluators noted a significant decrease in dismptive behaviors, as well as a 

significant increase in Spanish skUls" (Galyean, 1983, p. 57). Students' test scores were 

brought to normative expectancy for grade level. In a second project initiated for remedial 
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EngUsh smdents in lOth grade, smdents showed significant improvement in vocabulary 

after working witii guided imagery and art. Galyean (1980) reported that "The imagery 

activitie[s] were designed to assist tiie smdents to a) focus on tiieir inner strengths, b) view 

tiiemselves as potentiaUy successful leamers, and c) view the teacher and the others as 

helpers in their quest for success" (p. 89). 

Rachelson (1977) investigated use of GI in the hypothesis generation phase of science 

smdy. He found that GI is an instructional strategy for teaching science which fosters the 

characteristics of the hypothesis generating component 

Smdies in the Soviet Union showed rapid gains in memorizing formulae, mles, 

poetry, and foreign words. The GI used helped the smdents gain the right attitude for 

leaming, overcoming anxieties, and concentrating (Szalontai, 1980). SimUar findings were 

also observed in Bulgaria, as reported by Prichard and Taylor (1980). In their leaming of 

foreign language, students at Georgi Lozanov's Research Instimte in Sofia tripled the 

achievements of the best instruction in foreign language in tiie West. The method involved 

high motivation, positive expectation, and use of right cerebral hemisphere faculties. 

Guided imagery was also a part of the process. Prichard and Taylor observed, "So the 

new, powerful teaching tool has been identified . . . but as one might guess, only partiaUy 

utilized. For the tmth is, no one, not even the Bulgarians, realize the full power of 

suggestion or understands more than a small fraction of the ways in which it may be most 

effectively employed" (p. 14). 

Relaxation training and mental imagery practices deal with tension, as weU as 

providing self-enhancement skUIs for a smdent to use throughout a Ufetime for meeting 

stressful simations, according to HiUs (1983). Relaxation training has been used 

extensively since 1958 when Wolpe first noticed tiiat relaxation inhibited anxiety. Since 

then, its use has expanded to work with phobic reactions, stress management, pain control, 

natural chUd birth, and hyperactivity. Educators have found that GI techniques have been 
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effective when used to teach chUdren to better understand and manage their emotions. 

Guiding of the imagery by an educator helps create a sense of security for the student as 

weU as a sense of direction for the educator. 

Herr (198 la) found a connection between GI and recent discoveries about left and 

right brain leaming processes. Guided imagery involves right brain processes. 

Conventional classrooms have been orientated to left-brain leaming, i.e., the processing of 

information with words. Since the imagination, a right brain function, sometimes uses 

words to process information, the left brain becomes involved as well. As GI draws the 

right hemisphere into the process and involves the whole brain in leaming activities, the 

teacher can put the technique into constant use. While much research is stiU to be done, 

experience indicates that use of GI techniques improves the leaming and behavior of low 

achieving smdents and stimulates the creativity of botii smdents and teachers at all academic 

levels. Other researchers have identified this connection between guided imagery and left-

right hemispheric theory. They submit that to realize our potential, we must develop both 

types of functions and integrate leaming experiences by using imagery, a right hemispheric 

function, to enhance leaming of verbal and other left-hemispheric tasks by this integration 

(Clark, 1979; Murdock, 1982; Singer and Switzer, 1980; and Lazams, 1977). 

Strang (1968) found that children who consistantiy used visual imagery in their 

reading have more vivid and meaningful experiences. Alexandrini (1982) demonstrated 

tiiat meaningful leaming is facUitated by the imagery-eUciting strategies of pictorial stimuU, 

concrete verbal stimuli, and imagery instmctions. Miccinati (1981, 1982) conducted 

studies which concluded that imagery instmction improves comprehension of what is heard 

and read. It does that by providing a metiiod for encoding and organizing prose in a 

student's workUig memory. After a six-weeks program, the sixth graders made 

noteworthy progress in reading level and comprehension. 
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Frey (1980) used guided imagery in a study conducted in West Germany with third 

through sixth graders. The experimental group's improvement in ability to relax and 

concentrate led to greater academic progress. Herr (1981a) noted an organization caUed 

Suggestive-Accelerative Leaming and Teaching (SALT) and mdicated tiiat research in such 

leaming had just begun in tiie United States. This research already indicates tiiat more 

smdents leam more material more easUy witii SALT methods. AdditionaUy, "while 

discussion of right and left brain functions or whole brain leaming is considered by some 

stiU to be theory, many experiehces of foreign language teachers [Teachers of Enhancement 

to Foreign Language (TEFL)], and teachers from other disciplines as weU would seem to 

vaUdate this theory in practice" (p. 2). Herr further Ulustrated that GI 

harmonizes with the human potential movement of both tiie psychological 
and educational fields. According to this beUef within education, the 
individual has a potential greater tfian is being reaUzed through prevaiUng 
instmctional techniques, and one can increase the leaming by stimulating 
the imtapped potential. This reserve may be tapped by the understanding 
and usage of direct and indirect suggestion and of affective and humanistic 
educational techniques. If indeed leaming is enhanced through guided 
imagery, it is tiien tapping a normaUy unused potential. (p.3) 

She argued tiiat "experience indicates tiiat the use of guided imagery techniques 

improves the leaming and behavior of low achieving smdents and stimulates the creativity 

of both smdents and teachers on all levels" (p.l). Herr suggested that the approach is 

multi-sensory and that teachers can therefore reach more students than witii other methods. 

"This 'overlap,' a concept developed in Neuro-Linguistic Programing, [is] a model of 

communication . . . [in which tiie] channels tiirough which we receive information are 

tiiose of tiie five senses-visual, auditory, kinesthetic, gustatory, and olfactory Thus, 

the teacher, by including an appeal to all five senses if possible, is arousing and involving 

aU possible leaming capabiUties" (p.8). 

Cohen (1980) stated tiiat guided fantasy along with deep breathing, relaxation, and 

humor are ways to break the helpless-hopeless feeUngs and self-defeadng attimdes of many 
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test-takers. She suggested using guided fantasy to set tiie stage for positive test-taking 

experiences. Imagery is a way to mentally rehearse tiie exam and thus lower performance 

anxiety. 

Guided Imagerv and Art 

There is not an extensive body of Uterature about the relationship between guided 

imagery and art. Leff (1982) incorporated guided imagery witii art instmction and 

evaluated its effects on creative drawings of adolescents. She concluded that tiie guided 

imagery caused marked increasess in creativity in the productions of seventh grade 

students. Her findings suggested that "marked changes occurred in degree and type of 

smdent involvement" (p.vU). For Leff the purpose for introducing GI as a teaching device 

in the art classroom was 

an attempt to overcome, or at the least lessen, some of the restraints on 
visual expression that contribute to the plateau evident in the artistic 
development and creative growth of the adolescent.... [She pointed out] 
the usual work of this age group is characterized by a stiltedness, by less 
demanding schemas, and by what some have referred to as 'perceptual 
ilUteracy' and 'loss of aesthetic sensitivity.' (p.l03) 

Gardner (1973) concluded that in adolescence, smdents often become less active as 

producers of art. This movement is away from "a natural enjoyment and easy identification 

with artistic behavior to one of inhibition and lack of satisfaction in experiencing and 

creating art. In the more normal chUd, talented but not highly motivated, creativity usuaUy 

regresses or drops out" (p.258). Herbert Read in Education Through Art. suggested 

that a code of esthetic expressions can be retained by every individual 
beyond the age of eleven . . . if we are prepared to sacrifice to some 
extent that exclusive devotion to tiie leaming of logical modes of thought 
which characterize our present system of education. (pp. 165-166) 

Gardner argued that the years before and during adolescence are important for young 

people because of their need for skUl development. Teenagers are highly critical of tiieir 

products, but, with proper training and faciUty, tiiey wUl not be discouraged by their 
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temporary limitations. This is cmcial for the artistic development in young people. Such 

involvement activates and stimulates "tiie chUd's unaware production to such an extent tiiat 

it reaches in his unaware style a creative maturity which wUl be able to stand tiie critical 

awareness which wiU set in." We need to protect tiie child from "a sudden change . . . 

from disappointment or shock with regard to his changing imaginative activity" (p.257). 

Leff (1982) suggested that guided imagery experiences can be used for bridging the 

transition from unawareness to critical awareness without causing children to stop 

producing art. GIT reduces the occurrences of stereotypical drawing images and replaces 

them with more "innovative, original and creative ones" (p.l03), according to Leff. 

Work by Gonick-Barris (1982) indicated that the use of GIT can assist art teachers in 

providing "the means to help their students to articulate their feelings and increase their 

communication skiUs" (p.l). GI has also been shown to improve problem-solving skUls. 

Bry (1979) noted the use of guided imagery to facUitate and aide in problem solving in art. 

Summary 

A review of the Uterature suggests that guided imagery is a promising process that has 

gained acceptance among the psychological and cUnical psychiatric community. The abiUty 

to visualize, either under the direction of a "guide" or by one's seU, has been demonstrated 

to be effective in improving the psychological conditions necessary for increased leaming, 

generation of new ideas, reduction of stress to enhance leaming and enhancement of self-

esteem. Guided imagery has been shown to achieve specific academic improvement in 

numerous experiments. It was the intent of this smdy to demonstrate that greater gains in 

tiie quaUty of art products can also be achieved by tiie use of guided imagery methodology. 



CHAPTERni 

METHODS AND PROCEDURES 

This chapter outUnes tiie procedures foUowed and tiie instmments used in tiiis study. 

Guided imagery (GI) had not been explored as a technique specificaUy designed and 

utUized as a vehicle for achieving improvement in the quaUty of art products. One intent of 

tiiis smdy was to examine and determine tiie role GI played in tiie development of skiUs 

leading to growth in tiie quaUty of art works produced by its participants. In this case, 

drawings of the human figure produced by university elementary education majors were 

smdied. Through the design of the experiment, the author sought also to determine if GI 

experiences aided smdents in esteem enhancement 

The Population 

The subjects in this experiment were drawn from smdents majoring in elementary 

education and who were enroUed in an art education course at a large southwestem 

university. This course is designed specificaUy for undergraduate elementary education 

majors and is required for teaching certification by the CoUege of Education. The design of 

this smdy utUized two sectíons of this course. The selected sectíons were equal in size with 

21 students in each. Classes met two days a week for one hour and 50 minutes and the 

other for two hours and 50 minutes. 

The Pilot Smdv 

Prior to tíie experiment, a pilot smdy was conducted during a summer term, which 

utíUzed tiie same instmctor as that of the acmal study groups in the fall. Twenty-six 

participants in tíie pilot experiment were drawn from students majoring in elementary 

35 
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education and enrolled in the art in elementary education course. The design of tiiis pUot 

smdy dictated that the sample be composed of students enroUed in one section of this 

course. BasicaUy, tiiis pilot group functioned in tiie role of tiie Experimental Group in tiie 

experiment that followed in the faU. 

Classes met for three hours and 50 minutes, five days a week. It had been hoped that 

the selected section, the only one offered tiie second summer session, would be equal in 

size to each of the two acmal sections to be involved in the smdy the faU semester. 

Preliminary tests indicated that aU groups were simUar in self-esteem and in figure drawing 

abiUty. Neither the sex of the participants nor tiieir smdent classifications were treated as 

variables in this experiment 

The participants received their portfolio of figure drawings at the conclusion of the 

sessions, and those who decided received summaries of the results of their individual 

scores on the Personal Orientation Inventory (POI) test were made avaUable to them. 

The Pilot Group, was not an actual part of this smdy except for the testing of the 

experiment in hopes some discoveries might better enable the researcher to proceed with the 

actual experiment The PUot smdy was used as a preUminary test of the treatment in order 

to determine potential problems and needed treatment modiflcations. It was determined that 

no modifîcations of treatment were needed. 

The PUot Group received the same directions, instmctions, encouragement with the 

addition of guided imagery botii with and without music, and wrote descriptions of directed 

fantasy joumeys as did Experimental Group of the actual experiment. The principle 

difference was in the actual class time spent drawing the human fîgure, and the length of 

the class sections. 
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The Experimental Group (EG^ and Contro Group (CG) 

The Experimental Group and the Control Group of tiie smdy each utiUzed an intact 

class of 21 coUege smdents from the art for elementary education course. AU were 

elementary education majors, and tiiey ranged in classifîcation from sophomore tiirough 

senior. Group differences were not known to exist prior to the conclusion of the study. 

Classes were used intact and appeared similar. It was planned to use an Analysis of 

Covariants, ANCOVA, at the conclusion of the smdy in order to determine if significant 

differences existed between the experiment and control groups. This would allow for any 

pre-test differences between the groups. 

Participants of the experiment were enroUed in two faU semester sections of art for 

elementary education which were simultaneously taught by the same instmctor. This was 

intended to make certain that the smdents had the same art experiences, prior to the study. 

Smdents in this course typicaUy appeared insecure about making art because of their Umited 

backgrounds. They frequentiy claimed that they could not draw and could not make art. 

Many of them questioned their abiUties to teach something that they could not themselves 

do. 

All signed a permission slip in order to participate in the study. This is a university 

requirement when human subjects are to be involved in an experiment. No mention of 

group assignment was made. Smdents only knew that they would be involved in a visual 

ait activity—drawing-which is a regular part of the course content and that these 

experiences would be conducted during tiieir regularly scheduled class meetings. 

Oesignof theStudv 

The stmcmre of tiiis experiment required tiiat a group of students in the Experimental 

Group (EG) be compared with tiiose in tfie Control Group (CG): (1) for enhancement of 

self-esteem and (2) for improvement in tfie quaUty of drawing executed from a model. Van 
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Dalen (1979) discussed what he termed "nonrandomized control-group pretest-posttest 

design" (p. 263) as being necessary when "upsetting class schedules, getting scattered 

smdents to participate, and obtaining a sufficientiy large sample to ensure that the laws of 

chance wiU operate cannot always be done" (p.263). He approved the use of preassembled 

groups and Uitact classes for such fesearch. Van Dalen noted tfiat use of analysis of 

covariance compensates for any lack of equivalency that may exist between the 

experimental and control groups. "Through the use of analysis of covariance, we can 

obtain statistical control over this covariate which affects the dependent variable (T2) scores 

and would otherwise be confounded with the independent variable (teaching method)" 

(p.244). On the first day of the experiment, both groups were administered the POI and 

executed one 15-minute pencU drawing, without instmction, of a posed human figure. 

Both measures served as pretests, i.e., as base line data for their respective groups. The 

two groups utiUzed for the study met on the same days. During their corresponding class 

periods, both the Experimental Group (EG) and the Control Group (CG) received 

instmction and were involved in assignments that involved drawing an observed human 

figure with varied art media. (Refer to Figure 1, Experimental and Control 

PRETESTS: PRETESTS: 
POI POI 

DRAWING DRAWUSTG 

EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL 
GROUP GROUP 

(EG) (CG) 

POSTTESTS: POSTTESTS: 
POI POI 

DRAWING DRAWING 

FIGURE 1. Experimental and Control Group Design 
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Group Design). Neither group had knowledge either of tfie existence of tfie other group, or 

of the treatment being rendered to the other group. 

The experiment was conducted during seven class periods over a period of five weeks. 

During the seventh session, each group was re-administered the POI and also executed two 

drawings from a model. These measures served as post-tests for the experiment. 

Group members had no notion that anything was happening with their class that was 

not also happening with other classes taught by their same instmctor, nor were they 

informed that any other group was involved in essentiaUy the same figure drawing 

experiences tfiat they were having. After the experiment was concluded, several students 

from the CG worked through their class period and on into the class meeting time of the 

EG. To their surprise, they leamed that both class sections had participated in the figure 

drawing experiences. In addition, the students in the CG leamed that the experiences of the 

second group, had also included stories that they had been told whUe their eyes were closed 

and about which they wrote. Those in the Experimental Group leamed that those enroUed 

in the Control Group, had participated in figure drawing experiences without being told 

stories, doing relaxation exercises with their eyes closed, or writing of their experiences. 

AU drawing experiences were simultaneously conducted on the same days. 

nstmments 

The study involved the use of two instruments: the Personal Orientation Inventory 

(POI) and an adaptation of the Educational Testing Service's Advanced Placement Scoring 

GuideUnes for Art QuaUty (ETS). The latter was utiUzed for evaluating pre-test and post-

test drawings executed by tiie participants. AU appropriately marked and labeled POI 

answer sheets were sent to tiie Educational and Industrial Testing Service (EdlTS), San 

Diego, Califomia for scoring. (See Appendix D.) Each individual's pre-post Profile 
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sheets were retumed to tfie researcher along with summary sheets for botii the EG and tiie 

CG. 

Personal Orientation nventorv (POTV 

Because several of tiie hypotheses predicted tfiat smdent esteem would improve after 

art instmction and direct involvement in art making activities, expeciaUy when followed by 

GI experiences, the relationship between growth in self-esteem and art making required 

testing. 

The POI was selected for this smdy for the purpose of measuring the growth of self-

esteem in students who participated in this experiment. The measure was utiUzed as a pre-

test and as a post-test for both the EG and the CG. Designed by Everett L. Shostrom at the 

Instimte of Acmalizing Therapy, it has been used by Johathan Cohen, Columbia 

University, and Stuart W. Twemlow (1980) of Topeka, Kansas, in a guided imagery 

experiment. The Educational and Industrial Testing Service (EdlTS) distributors of tfie 

POI indicated that the measurement is intended for use as pre- and post-measures of an 

individual's levels of positive mental health. A healthy person is also known as an 

acmalizing person, i.e., one who functions more fuUy by living a more enriched life than 

the average person. The Inventory comprehensively measures values and behaviors 

considered to be important in developing acmalization. Such individuals have been found 

to have higher regard for themselves than those who are not actuaUzing. 

The POI acmally measures 12 subcategories of the self-actuaUzing personality. The 

POI had been used by other researchers as a measure of self-esteem such as Hicks (1975) 

and Cohen and Twemlow (1981). According to tiie POI manual (Shostrom, 1980), tiie 

Time Competent-Incompetent Ratio (TIC) measures tiie extent to which a person "appears 

to Uve more fuUy in tiie here-and-now" by being able "to tie the past and future to tiie 

present in meaningful continuity" and being "less burdened by guilts, regrets, and 
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resentments from the past" and whose "aspirations are tied meaningfuUy to present 

working goals" (p. 13). 

The Other-Inner Directed Ratio (01) measures the extent to which a person goes 

tfirough life apparentiy guided independently by intemal motivations ratiier tiian extemal 

influences. In tiie case of botii tiie TIC and the 01, tiie ratio indicates tfiat a self-acmaUzing 

person occupies a position between the two extremes rather than occupying a position at 

one extreme or the other. The scores of the subjects in this smdy never reached either of 

these extremes. Participants were neither Uving too much in the present, as represented by 

their TIC score, nor were they excessively inner directed, as represented by therr score on 

the 01. Consequentiy, in this smdy, the higher the ratio figure, the more self-acmaUzed tfie 

individual. 

Other categories are measured in the POI. Self-Acmalizing Values (SAV) refers to 

how an individual "holds and lives by values of self-acmaUzing people" (p. 17). 

ExistentiaUty (EX) "measures one's flexibiUty in applying such values [of the self-

actualizing person] or principles to one's life" and measures "one's abUity to use good 

judgement in applying these general principles" (p. 17). Feeling Reactivity (FR) measures 

the extent to which a person is sensitive to his or her own needs and feelings. Spontaneity 

(S) "measures the abiUty to express feeUngs in spontaneous action" (p. 17). Self-Regard 

(SR) "measures the abiUty to lUce one's self because of one's strength as a person" (p. 17). 

Self-Acceptance (S A) is concemed witii accepting of self in spite of one's own weaknesses 

or deficiencies. Nature of Man, Constmctive (NC) measures how much "one sees man as 

essentiaUy good" and shows the abUity to "resolve tiie goodness-evU, mascuUne-feminine, 

selfishness-unselfishness and spirimaUty-sensuality dichotomies in tiie nature of man" (p. 

18). Synergy (SY) measures one's "abUity to see opposites of Ufe as meaningfuUy related" 

rather tiian being antagonistic. "When one is synergistic one sees that work and play are 

not different, that lust and love, selfishness and unselfishness, and otiier dichotomies are 
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not reaUy opposites at aU" (p. 18). Acceptance of Aggression (A) measures tiie extent one 

can accept anger or aggression witiiin one's self as natural ratfier tiian deny having such 

feelings. Capacity for Intimate Contact (C) "measures tiie person's abiUty to develop 

meaningful, contactful, relationships witii otfier human beings" and develop "warm inter-

personal relationships" by maintaining an I-Thou relationship, be able to express rather 

than impress, be rather than please, and "relate intensely to another person either 

aggressively or tenderly" (p. 18). WhUe none of these categories are synonymous with 

self-esteem and have been labeled coUectively in the POI as constimting the self-acmaUzing 

person, researchers such as Cohen and Twemlow and Hicks (1975) have used the POI for 

measuring self-esteem. The fundamental proposition of this smdy is that a future teacher 

with good self-esteem wiU feel confident about what he or she can achieve in leaming to 

draw and wUl also feel confident that he or she can effectively teach smdents to draw. This 

sense of personal effîcacy is directiy related to self-acmaUzation. Cohen and Twemlow 

(1981) used the POI to measure "attimdes toward self' (p. 260). 

Secondly, inasmuch as several of tfie hypotheses involved the contention that growth 

in drawing the human figure would foUow art instmction, GI experiences, and direct 

involvement in art making, the question arose conceming whether one would find such 

growth in drawings in which GI experiences were not involved. The experiment was 

designed to test the effect of GI on growth in drawing and self-esteem. 

Educational Testing Service's Guidelines (ETS) 

An adaptation, designed by the researcher, of the Educational Testing Service's (ETS) 

unpubUshed Advanced Placement Scoring GuideUnes for Art (JuaUty (see Appendix H) 

was used in order to determine whether growth in drawing the human figure occurred with 

participants in tiie investigation. (These adapted guideUnes wiU hencefortii be referred to as 

ETS.) A 15-minute pencU drawing of tiie human figure was completed by each student tiie 
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fírst day of the experiment These drawings were used for both groups as tfie pre-test for 

art quaUty. A simUar post-test also was used in order to determine growtfi. The post-test 

utiUzed for this purpose was the one which received the highest scores of the last two 15-

minute penc drawings of figures completed by the smdents. This strategy was adopted 

because differences existed in diffîculty of the viewed position (including some extreme 

foreshortening), several of the smdents posed for the drawings (and tiius had only one 

drawing for the final day), and several had to leave classes early. Thus it was decided to 

use as the post-test the drawing from the set which received the highest score. 

Procedures 

After completing the consent forms one day before the first session, each individual 

was administered the POI and the pre-test drawings which had been completed the second 

class session of the semester. Sessions were conducted under single bUnd conditions. 

The researcher led aU pUot as weU as experimental and control group sessions. For 

specific instmctions given to both groups refer to Appendices E and F. The experimental 

groups received relaxation exercises foUowed by a period of verbal guiding witfi music 

and wrote of their fantasy joumey experiences (refer to Appendix B). For both the 

experimental/treatment groups and the control group, the foUowing variables remained 

constant: music, length of time and number of sessions; preliminary orientation to the 

experiment and tiie experimenter. The experimental groups, however, received relaxation 

exercises, verbal guidance, and wrote of their fantasy experiences. Verbal guiding was 

based on Stevens' (1971) suggestions. For the musical sequencing refer to Appendix C. 

After completing 20 hours of figure drawing and clay mask experiences, tiie POI was 

again individually administered. POI answer sheets and dated and numbered for pre- and 

post-testing sessions were tiien maUed to tiie distributor, Educational and Industrial 

Testing Service, San Diego, Califomia, for scoring. Individual profiles and individual 
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group raw scores, mean, mode, standard deviation, sum of squares, etc, were reported 

and retumed to the researcher. 

AU drawings were completed under controUed conditions for the pUot smdy as weU as 

the acmal investigation. Materials avaUable to each were identical. Time avaUable for 

completion remained constant throughout. Directions were identical. Content, pace, voice 

modulation and sequencing were equivalent. To minimize the skewing effect on data 

produced by participants (the Hawthome effect), aU works executed during the sessions 

were coUected. Participants did not know which art projects were part of the experiment. 

They were told that course work and procedures would be varied and experimental. 

Treatment of the Groups 

A total of forty-two subjects were tested for the experiment: 21 in the Experimental 

Group, and 21 in the Control Group. Each participated in seven separate sessions. 

Classes met two days a week. Monday classes were two hours and 50 minutes in length, 

and Wednesday classes met for only one hour and 50 minutes. Total time spent for the 

POI pre-test was 30 minutes; an additional 15 minutes were required for the figure drawing 

used as a pre-test. 

The fifth, sixth and seventh class sessions were begun by smdents making two 15-

minute drawings of the human figure. The classes then worked on clay masks assisted by 

both the researcher and the regular class instmctor. The drawings from tiie final day were 

used as the post-test figure drawings. The post-test POI was also administered the last 

day, foUowing tiieir last two figure drawings. Throughout tiie duration of tfie 

investigation, at tiie conclusion of each class session, all figure drawings were collected. 

Smdents were never told what drawings would be used in the research. Four weeks after 

the conclusion of tiie figure drawing experiences, tfie portfoUos of drawings were retumed 

to the participants. 
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The first session began with a brief orientation to the Consent Form, requrred by tfie 

university when human subjects are to be involved in an investigation. The form was read 

aloud to the participants. The investigator explained tiie form and offered to answer 

questions. Consent forms were signed, coUected and checked in order to make certain tiiat 

one was present for each participant 

The subjects were tiien presented the Personal Orientation Inventory (POI) with its 

accompanying answer sheet. Instmctions were foUowed according to those specified on 

the POI test booklet Participants wrote their names on pieces of tape attached to their 

answer sheets. Previously assigned smdent numbers also appeared on the tape. At the 

conclusion of the test, answer sheets were checked to make certain that the information 

needed had been completed. The tape was then removed ôom each answer sheet and 

attached to the the appropriate space on the group form (Appendix J). The Experimenal 

Group was designated as EG 30000 for control purposes, and smdent one received the 

number 31001 for the pre-test. Smdent one in the Control Group 20000, received the 

number 21001 for the pre-test Other smdents were assigned numbers with the last in the 

EG 30000, being 31021 and the last in tiie CG 20000, being 21021. Post-test numbering 

for the POI was done in the same manner, with smdent number one in the EG 30000, 

receiving 32001 and smdent number one in the CG 20000, receiving 22001. Each 

participant kept the same last two digits of his original number, as directed by the 

Educational and Industrial Testing Service, publishers of the POI test instmment. 

FoUowing administration of the POI, smdents were asked to make a 15-minute 

drawing of the subject who was posing for them in the center of the classroom. They were 

to draw the subject observed in as much detail as possible. The drawing was to be of what 

they acmaUy saw, and not what they tiiought tiie figure looked like, and was to be tfie best 

they could possibly do. Participants were asked to try to make tiie figure fiU as much of the 

space as possible and were told that tfie drawing could be on the paper horizontaUy or 
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verticaUy, depending on their particular view. These dfrections were given in order to 

ensure some uniformity in size and composition between tfie pre-test and tfie post-test 

drawings so tiiat judges would be less Ukely to make assessments based on tiiefr 

peiceptions of which were pre-and which were post-test items. During drawing 

instmction^ smdents leam to fiU the avaUable space and strive for composition so post-test 

compositions are likely to be quaUtatively different in composition. The drawing was 

timed. Drawings were coUected and the participant's POI pre-test number was placed by 

the researcher on tiie back of the drawing. This and aU subsequent drawings were labeled, 

placed in tiie participant's folder and kept by tiie investigator untU four weeks foUowing the 

completion of the smdy. The researcher's rationale for using human figure drawing was 

summarized in a handout (see Appendix E,) that was provided to each subject in the 

experiment. This handout was reviewed with the smdents on the first day of the 

experiment 

The researcher observed the subjects whUe they were making their fîrst human figure 

drawings from the model. Observed behaviors were discussed with the participants, as a 

method of trying to assist in relaxing them. It was beUeved important for them to reaUze 

that their uneasiness, fmstration, fear, and anxiety were natural and that many others in the 

room also experienced the same apprehensions. Behaviors suggesting fmstration were 

evidenced by: 1) much looking at the paper and littie looking at the model, 2) erasing, 3) 

tiie making of oral comments such as "God," "I can't do tiús," "Oh-o!," "No!," 4) 

giggUng, 5) laughing and pointing at the paper, 6) throwing the pencU down, 7) shaking 

one's head, 8) sharing glances witfi other participants and chuckling, 9) tuming the paper 

over and beginning again, 10) tuming the paper over again and pretending to look for its 

third side, 11) erasing very hard using the entire body, 12) tensing up of faces, 13) bodies 

appearing to tighten and tense, 14) exaggerated squinting with the eyes, 15) wrinkling up 

the nose, and 16) slapping the table. 
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Subjects were encouraged to relax. They were told that no one would be competing 

with anyone else. Their fîgure drawing unit grade would be based on tfieir individual 

growth. Each participant would be taken where tiiey were in the level of tiieir skiU 

development and helped to grow as far as possible in the aUoted time. 

FoUowing this, participants each received a copy of material conceming the importance 

of teaching fîgure drawing to elementary school smdents (Appendix E). These were 

discussed with the groups. It was hoped that tiie discussion and tiie materials would 

convincingly convey the importance of offering instmction in drawing the human fîgure 

from a class model, so that the foUowing would occur to the participants: 1) they would 

reaUze the importance of having their future elementary school smdents leam to draw the 

human figure, 2) they would realize that in order for them to be able to do that, each 

participant needed to feel that they could teach their future smdents how to draw the human 

figure, 3) in order for that to happen, they needed to have confîdence in their own abUity to 

draw the human fîgure, 4) they, therefore, needed to leam to draw the human fîgure, and 

to do that, 5) they needed to do all that was within their power to leam to draw the human 

figure from a class model with varied art media. This method of motivation had been used 

successfuUy by the writer with previous classes of art for elementary education majors, in 

order to accompUsh these same goals. 

A discussion foUowed conceming where artists get their ideas. Ideas for art, creative 

writing, music, drama and dance come from experiences with awareness in our lives. 

Stevens' (1971) division of these activities into three kinds or zones of awareness were 

then read aloud (Appendix B). 

Participants in tfie investigation were then directly involved in instmction and tfie art 

making process witii tiie human figure as tiieir subject. Refer to Appendix G for tiie 

specifîc experiences of Experimental Group 30000 and Control Group 20000. In general, 

tiie CG 20000 received directions for tfie lessons witfi appropriate teacher instmction and 
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encouragement both with and without music (for music used, refer to Appendix C). The 

EG 30000 received tiie same directions, instmctions, and encouragement as tiie CG 20000, 

but were also exposed to guided imagery experiences including relaxation exercises, both 

with and without music (for music used, refer to Appendix C). They also wrote 

descriptions of their directed fantasy joumeys. The investigator provided drawing 

experiences which included quick gesture smdies in pencU, crayon and charcoal, as well as 

15-minute to 30-minute smdies with shading and modeling using various of the above 

media. 

Scoring of the POI Tests 

The Personal Orientation Inventory (POI) consists of 150 two-choice paired-opposite 

statements of values and attimdes, and scores are reported for 12 scales which assess 

personaUty characteristics commonly associated with mental health. This instmment had 

previously performed reliably in evaluating changes in psycho-therapy (Braun, 1966), 

group experiences (Byrd, 1967; Culbert et al., 1968; Treppa and Fricke, 1972), and 

meditation (Seeman et al., 1972), and Cohen and Twemlow, 1981). The POI was used in 

this experiment as a pre- and post-test in order to determine smdent self-esteem as 

evidenced by attitudes generaUy known to be present in self acmaUzating individuals. 

The POI answers sheets were sent to the publisher, Educational and Industrial Testing 

Service (EdlTS) for professional machine processing. Answer sheets were separated into 

groups of subsamples for which summary statistics were desired, such as pre- and post-

test administrations and control and experimental groups. Answer sheets had been 

carefully checked for completeness. Participants in tfie smdy had completed all blanks on 

the answer sheets. 

i ^ 
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Panel Judgments of the Art Products 

Drawings of the human figure completed during tfie class session following the first 

administration of tiie POI were regarded as base-Une data, i.e., pre-tests, and were 

numbered and entered on a master Ust which contained both these numbers and the date 

they were completed. Final art works also were dated, were numbered with the appropriate 

smdent identification number, and were entered on the master Ust These works constimted 

post-tests. 

After all tests had been completed, five judges qualified in the visual arts made 

judgments of three sUdes of drawings by each smdent in the Experimental Group 30000, 

tiie Control Group 20000 and also the Pilot Group 10000, even though the PUot Group 

was not acmaUy used as part of this investigation. Each judgment considered the quaUty of 

the drawing as an ait product. (See Appendix H for criteria.) SUdes of the drawings had 

previously been assigned random numbers using a random number table by Rohlf and 

Sokal (1981). Smdent identification numbers were maintained on a master list on which 

the corresponding random numbers were also recorded. 

The five judges evaluated the drawings as a group from slides of the works, i.e., the 

judges had no knowledge conceming which drawings were pre-test and which were post-

test. Before the evaluations began, a randomized selection of ten exemplary works were 

projected and rated using tfie adapted ETS GuideUnes. (Refer to Appendices H and I.) 

The individual and group evaluations were examined and compared, and tiie criteria were 

discussed until mumal agreement was reached so as to insure uniformity in judgments. 

They also were instmcted to disregard any previous biases conceming types or styles of 

artworks. "Quality" for tiiese drawings was estabUshed as corresponding to tiiat one might 

find in a freshman drawing class in a university. Subsequentiy, tiie researcher projected 

slides of all 204 pre-test and post-test drawings to tiie five judges in a randomized order. 
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Each examiner was provided a form entitied Adaptation of tiie Educational Testing 

Service's (ETS) Advanced Placement Scoring Guidelines for Art (JuaUty (Appendix H) and 

Scoring Sheets (Appendix I). Each of the scoring sheet paclcages had been previously 

labeled with thc judge's alphabetic letter appearing in tiie upper left comer of the form. 

Works in trays were viewed and scored. Each work was viewed by aU the judges and 

scored independentiy, using 12 as the highest possible score and one as the lowest possible 

score. 

The graders were instmcted to first decide whether the image was in the Upper Level 

(12, 11,10, 9, 8, 7) or in the Lower Level (6, 5, 4, 3, 2,1), and to then place their marks 

on their answer sheet If they concluded that a drawing was in the Upper Level, they then 

were to decide if it was a Upper Upper (12,11,10) or if it was a Lower Upper (9, 8, 7) 

and place a mark in the appropriate column under that number. If instead they concluded 

that a drawing was an Upper Lower (6, 5,4) or a Lower Lower (3,2,1) they then placed a 

maik in the appropriate column under that number. 

These guidelines were used in the estabUshment of scoring standards and in order to 

get the judges to be in agreement Works used in the standard setting were from the Pilot 

Group, as well as both groups of the investigation, CG and EG. The randomly selected 

slides included three each from the CG and EG as weU as four from the Pilot Group. 

Before any actual scoring occurred, tiie speciaUsts met as a group with the researcher in a 

standard-setting session in which the pre-selected samples were used. The speciaUsts were 

instmcted to divorce themselves from any parochial attimdes tiiey held as individuals and 

concentrate on the values shared by most teachers, as indicated by tiie Educational Testing 

Service's (ETS) Advanced Placement (AP) Program Specifications, witii which tiie 

researcher had six years of experience (see Figures 2 and 3). 



Upper Level (highest possible) (Extremely weU qualified) 
Upper Level (WeU qualified) 
Lower Level (CJualified 
Lower Level (lowest possible) (Possibly qualified) 

12-10 
9-7 
6-4 
3-1 
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FIGURE 2. Options Used for Art Project Scoring Chart 

12 

Upper Level 

11 10 9 8 

Lower Level 

Â 1 3. 
High Low 

FIGURE3. Scoring Continuum 

The five scores for individual drawing were compUed. Individual and composite 

scores were Usted by tiie researcher for each sUde. This Usting additionally included each 

individual judge's identification letter. 

Summarv 

The metiiod for tiiis smdy was first tested in a summer pUot smdy using one class. 

The procedures for tiie experimental group were used witii tiie summer pUot group. In tiie 

faU semester tiie same experiment was conducted except tiiat a control group was included 

in tiie smdy for comparison purposes. The smdy involved comparing a control group and 

experimental group to see what changes took place in indicators of self-esteem and in 

drawing quality. The control group and tiie experimental groups were taught figure 

drawing but tiie experimental group also received guided imagery instmction. Subjects 

were given tiie Personal Orientation Inventory and a drawing test pre- and post-experiment. 
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The POI was professionaUy scored and the drawings were scored by a panel of five judges 

using an instrument adopted from procedures used by Educational Testing Service to grade 

Advanced Placement exams in smdio art 



CHAPTERIV 

ANALYSIS AND D Í̂TERPRETATIONS 

This investigation on tiie role of guided imagery technique (GIT) on esteem 

enhancement and the quaUty of art works produced by university elementary education 

majors utiUzed quaUtative evaluations which were designed to measure: 1) subjects' self-

esteem; and the 2) quaUty of art works completed by them. AdditionaUy the researcher 

sought to determine if enhanced esteem contributed to improvement in the quaUty of art 

works produced. In this section, the findings are reported and analyzed, and finally the 

interpretations of the findings are discussed. 

Statistical Treatment of ti e Data 

This investigation utiUzed statistical procedures as the only method avaUable for 

inferring empiricaUy and objectively minute deviations from chance as Guided Imagery, art 

instmction, smdent esteem, quaUty of art work, ordinarily affect and for other meaningful 

relationships or differences which may exist involving such phenomena wititin tiie 

populations concemed that could suggest effects of a given treatment. 

Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was appUed separately to assess tiie between-

group differences, if any, implied in Hypotiieses One, and Four, i.e., differences on 

measures obtained on tiie POI and differences on measures of tiie quaUty of art products. 

Two reasons dictated employment of tiie ANCOVA: 

53 
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1. As tiie POI does not have a single overaU score, ANCOVA avoids tiie spurious 

significances tfiat could result from repeated appUcations of simple t tests or tests of 

correlation to each of its twelve indicators. 

2. As the EG and tiie CG were intact groups, the possibiUties of differences between 

tiie two groups at the beginning of the experiment on any, or several, of tfie measures on 

the POI and/or quaUty of art products could be strong indeed. 

ANCOVA corrects for both or these possible sources of error. 

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was employed to test Hypotfieses Two, Three, Five, 

and Six, i.e., to assess witfiin-group growths (pre-test to post-tests) of the EG and the CG 

on both the POI and the quaUty of art products. 

An alpha level of p < .05 was selected for determining significance, as this level is 

customary in research in the social sciences involving human subjects. 

Hypj^esis Seven was analyzed by t tests to measure the relationship between self-

esteem indicators and art quality for two groups: 1) subjects scoring in the top half of art 

scores and 2) those scoring in the lower half of art scores. The alpha level was also 

changed from p < .05 to .01 to compensate for confounding that might result from repeated 

appUcations of the t test 

The POI test is a measure of the self-acmaUzing individual. The test acmaUy has 12 

subcategories which make up the self-acmaUzing personaUty. Self-esteem, being an 

integral part of self-acmaUzation, is very closely related to the concept measures in the POI. 

It was intended that growth in any of the subcategories of the POI would represent an 

advance in self-esteem. Consequentiy, the ANCOVA was mn comparing pre- and post-

test results in each of the POI subcategories. This is in the manner of Cohen and 

Twemlow (1981), who acmally used ANOVA for tfieir analysis in each of tfie POI 

subcategories because they had random group membership. In this smdy, the ANCOVA 
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controUed for differences existing between the control and experimental groups at the 

beginning of the experimental period. 

Self-Esteem CPOT) 

Hypothesis One stated tfiat on between-groups measure of self-esteem, tiie 

experimental group wiU score significantiy higher than the control group on the post-test. 

An analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was appUed to each of the sub-categories related to 

self-esteem in the Personal Orientation Inventory (POI). Table 1 shows tfie results for each 

of the 12 self-esteem indicators of the POI. 

In one of the self-esteem indicators of the POI there was a sigmficant difference 

between the control and experimental groups scores. This category was Self-Acceptance 

(SA) which was analyzed to be p =.017. However, the control group mean was 15.29 and 

the expeiimental group mean was 12.95, i. e., the significant difference occurred between 

the two groups to the advantage of the control group rather than the experimental group. 

Hypothesis Two stated that on within-group measures of self-esteem, the experimental 

group wiU score significantiy higher on the post-test than on the pre-test. This hypothesis 

was analyzed by an ANOVA. Results are in Table 2. 

Four indicators of self-esteem-Other-Inner Directed Ratio (01), Self-Acmalizing Value 

(SAV), ExistentiaUty (EX), and Capacity for Intimate Contact (C)-scored significant 

improvement. 01 indicates the subject's abiUty to Uve in tiie present ratiier tiian in the past 

or future. SAV is a measure of how weU tiie subject holds the values of self-acmalizing 

people. EX rates tiie subject's flexibiUty in tiie appUcation of values. C is an indicator of 

having warm interpersonal relationships. 
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TABLE 1. POST-TEST COMPARISONS OF CONTROL AND EXPERUVENTAL 
GROUPS BY ANALYSIS OF COVARL\NCE ONINDICATORS OF 

SELF-ESTEEM (p<0.05) 

Self-Esteem Indicator Control Group Experimental Group F Score p Value 
Post-test Mean Post-test Mean 

Time Cbmpetent-
Incompetent Ratio 

Otiier-Inner Directed Ratio 

Self-Acmalizing Value 

ExistentiaUty 

Feeling Reactivity 

Spontaneity 

Self-regard 

Self-Acceptance 

Nature of Man, Constmctive 

Synergy 

Acceptance of Aggression 

Capacity for Intimate Contact 

2.895 

2.435 

20.857 

20.238 

15.810 

13.762 

12.905 

15.286 

12.143 

6.762 

16.571 

18.810 

3.161 

2.200 

21.952 

19.524 

16.190 

13.000 

13.238 

12.952 

12.286 

7.143 

15.762 

17.286 

.005 

2.951 

1.636 

1.902 

.031 

3.745 

.029 

6.194 

.210 

.169 

.557 

3.370 

.942 

.094 

.208 

.176 

.862 

.060 

.866 

.017 

.885 

.683 

.460 

.074 

Hypothesis Three stated that on witiiin-group measures of self-esteem, tiie control 

group wiU score significantiy higher on tiie post-test tiian on tiie pre-test. This hypotiiesis 

was analyzed by an ANOVA. Results are in Table 3. 

Four indicators of self-esteem-Otiier-Inner Directed Ratio (01), Self-Acmalizing Value 

(SAV), ExistentiaUty (EX), and Capacity for Intimate Contact (C)-scored significant 

improvement. 01 indicates the subject's abiUty to Uve in tiie present ratiier tiian in tiie past 

or future. SAV is a measure of how weU tiie subject holds tiie values of self-actualizing 

people. EX rates tiie subject's flexibiUty in tiie application of values. C is an indicator of 
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having warm interpersonal relationships. To tíie extent tiiat these four indicators represent 

important aspects of self-esteem, the data supports the hypothesis. 

TABLE 2. PRE- AND POST-TEST COMPARISON BY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
ON EXPERBVIENTAL GROUPINDICATORS OF SELF-ESTEEM *(p<0.05) 

Self-Esteem Indicator Pre-testMean Post-test Mean FScore pValue 

Time Competent-
Incompetent Ratio 

Other-Inner Directed Ratio 

Self-AcmaUzing Value 

ExistentiaUty 

Feeling Reactivity 

Spontaneity 

Self-Regard 

Self-Acceptance 

Nature of Man, Constmctive 

Synergy 

Acceptance of Aggression 

Capacity for Intimate Contact 

2.818 

1.939 

20.143 

18.190 

15.619 

13.286 

12.714 

13.238 

11.762 

7.000 

15.333 

16.429 

3.161 

2.200 

21.952 

19.524 

16.190 

13.000 

13.238 

12.952 

12.286 

7.143 

15.762 

17.286 

1.853 

5.779 

5.838 

6.109 

.999 

1.462 

3.152 

.730 

2.125 

2.125 

.883 

4.516 

.1773 

.0185* 

.0180* 

.0156* 

.3207 

.2301 

.0796 

.3955 

.1488] 

.1488 

.3501 

,0367* 

The Oualitv r»f An ProHncts CETS): 

Hypotiiesis Four stated tiiat on between-group measures of tfie quaUty of artworks, tfie 

experimental group wUl score significantiy higher tiian tiie control group on tiie post-test. 

This hypotiiesis was tested by an ANCOVA. The results are in Table 4. 
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TABLE 3. CONTROL GROUP PRE- AND POST-TEST COMPARISON BY 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON CONTROL GROUPINDICATORS 

OF SELF-ESTEEM *(p<0.05) 

Self-Esteem Indicators 

Time Cbmpetent-
Incompetent Ratio 

Otfier-Inner Directed Ratio 

Self-AcmaUzing Value 

ExistentiaUty 

Feeling Reactivity 

Spontaneity 

Self-Regard 

Self-Acceptance 

Nature of Man, Constmctive 

Synergy 

Acceptance of Aggression 

Capacity for Intimate Contact 

Pre-test Mean 

2.171 

1.881 

19.571 

17.333 

15.095 

12.429 

12.000 

13.714 

11.333 

6.571 

15.619 

16.333 

Post-test Mean 

2.895 

2.435 

20.857 

20.238 

15.810 

13.762 

12.905 

15.286 

12.143 

6.762 

16.571 

18.810 

F Score 

1.853 

5.779 

5.838 

6.109 

.999 

1.462 

3.152 

.730 

2.125 

2.125 

.883 

4.516 

p Value 

.1773 

.0185* 

.0180* 

.0156* 

.3207 

.2301 

.0796 

.3955 

.1488 

.1488 

.3501 

.0367* 

TABLE 4. ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE COMPARISON OF POST-TEST SCORES 
ON ART QUALITY BETWEEN THE CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL 

GROUPS (p<0.05) 

ControlGroup Experimental Group FScore p Value 
Post-test Mean Post-test Mean 

Experimental Group 
Art QuaUty Scores 28.857 33.667 3.256 .079 
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Comparison of the pre-test scores on art quality (see Tables 5 and 6) indicated tiiat the 

two groups were different in drawing abUity at tiie beginning of tfie experiment (EG mean 

= 22.476, CG mean = 18.762). The post-test means were also different (EG mean = 

33.667, CG mean = 28.857). In order to control for possible differences between the two 

groups at the onset of the experiment, ANCOVA was employed for the comparison of tfie 

post-test scores. The probabUity p = .079 faUed to meet tfie customary standard of p < .05. 

Consequentiy, no significant difference in improvement of drawing skiUs resulted between 

the experimental and control groups. 

Hypothesis Five stated that on within-group measures of the quaUty of artworks, the 

experimental group wiU score significantiy higher on the post-test than on the pre-test. 

This hypothesis was analyzed by an ANOVA. Results are in Table 5. 

TABLE 5. PRE- AND POST-TEST COMPARISON BY ANALYSIS OF VARLWCE 
ON EXPERIMENTAL GROUP ART QUALITY SCORES (p<0.05) 

Pre-testMean Post-test Mean FScore pValue 

Art QuaUty Scores 22.476 33.667 32.572 .0001 

TABLE 6. PRE- AND POST-TEST COMPARISON BY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
ON CONTROL GROUP QUALITY OF ART SCORES (p<0.05) 

Pre-test Mean Post-test Mean F Score p Value 

Control Group Art QuaUty Scores 18.762 28.857 32.572 .0001 
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Therc is a highly significant difference between the pre- and post-test art quaUty scores 

of the experimental group. The experimental group scored higher on tiie post-test tiian tiie 

pre-tcst 

Hypothesis Six stated that on within-group measures of artworks, the control group 

wiU score significantiy higher on tiie post-test than on tfie pre-test. This hypothesis was 

analyzed by an ANOVA. Results are in Table 6. 

There is also a highly significant difference between tíie pre- and post-test art quaUty 

scores of the control group, with the control group scoring higher on the post-test than the 

pre-test 

Interactions Between Self-Esteem 
and tfie OuaUty of Art Products 

Hypothesis Seven stated that when the experimental group and the control group are 

considered as a single group of scores, there wUl be significant positive interactions 

between measures of self-esteem and the quaUty of artworks obtained from the post-tests. 

For this purpose, the EG and the CG were combined into a single group and then re-

divided into two new, equal groups based upon their post-test scores on the quality of art 

production (ETS). The high scorers on this measure were placed in one group, and the 

low scorers were placed in the other. Then separate t tests were mn between the groups 

conceming their scores on each of the four POI indicators on which significant increases 

had been attained on Hypotheses Two and Three. These four POI indicators were: Otiier-

Inner Directed Ratio, Self-Acmalizing Value, ExistentiaUty, and Capacity for Intimate 

Contact. 

As four separate t tests for independent measures were run on tiie data, the possibiUty 

of a type n eiror strongly increases because of confounded probabUity levels. To correct 
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for tiiis, a probabOity of .01 was utilized. StUl, no significant interactions were found. 

(See Table 7.) 

Interrater Reliahilitv 

Because five judges were used to judge tiie quaUty of tiie art work, it was necessary to 

assess tiie reliabUity of tiie judges. This reUabUity was determined by a one-way analysis 

of variance, repcatcd measures (ANOVA). Each of tiie comparisons yielded a highly 

respectable .792 correlation (Spearman-Brown Prediction Formula) which was significant 

(p < .05) (Winer, 1962). 

TABLE 7. t TESTS FOR SELF-ESTEEM USDICATORS (POI) FOR fflGH AND LOW 
SCORING GROUPS ON ART QUALITY (ETS) 

Self-esteem 
Indicator 

Mean Standard 
for ffigh Deviation 
Art Score for ffigh 
Group Art Score 

Mean Standard t obtained 
forLow Deviation (p<.01, 
Art Score for Low df=40, 
Group Art Score ^rit=2.70) 

Other-Inner 
Directed 2.343 

Self-AcmaUzing 
Value 21.857 

ExistentiaUty 19.857 

1.014 

2.175 

4.016 

2.292 

20.952 

19.905 

.836 

2.837 

3.714 

Capacity for 
Intimate 
Contact 18.190 3.642 17.905 3.390 

178 

1.160 

-.008 

.049 

N.S, 

N.S, 

N.S. 

N.S, 

Tnterpretation of the Data 

The first three hypotiieses are concemed with measures of seU-esteem as provided by 

the POI. The second tiiree are concemed with measures of tiie quaUty of art products as 
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provided by a pancl of judgcs using a modified version of ETS guidelines. The seventii 

hypothesis combines the experimental and control groups into a single group to examine 

relationships between POI and ETS post-test scores. 

Hvpothesis One 

Of tfie seven hypotheses, this and the fourth one were the most important to ûie 

concems of the smdy. Hypothesis One stated that on between-group measures of self-

esteem, the cxpcrimcntal group (EG) would score significantiy higher than the control 

group (CG) at the conclusion of the experiment The instmment employed to provide 

measures related to self-esteem was the Personal Orientation Inventory (POI). 

The POI provides no single over all score, but it does provide scores on twelve 

indicators relating to self-esteem and self-acmalization. However, when analysis of 

covariance (ANCOVA) was applied to the data so as to control any differences between the 

two groups on the pre-tests, no significant differences were found on any of the twelve 

indicators on the post-tests. (See Table 1.) Hypothesis One is rejected. 

Hvpothesis Two 

Hypothesis Two stated tiiat on within-group measures of self-esteem, the EG would 

score significantiy higher on the post-tests tiian had been scored on tiie pre-tests. Again tfie 

POI provided tfie measures related to self-esteem. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was 

utUized to determine whether significant differences existed. 

Significant differences were indicated at less tfian .05 level on four of tiie twelve indicators: 

tiie Otiier-Inner Directed Ratio (01), Self-AcmaUzing Value (SAV), ExistentiaUty (EX), and 

Capacity for Intimate Contact (C). (See Table 2.) Hypotiiesis Two is accepted witii 

reservations. 
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Hvpothesis Three 

Hypothesis Three stated tiiat on witiiin-group measures of self-esteem, tiie CG would 

score significantiy higher on the post-tests than had been scored on tiie pre-tests. As with 

tiic previous two hypotiieses, thc POI provided tiie measures. ANOVA provided tiie 

statistical treatment 

The results were virmaUy identical to those indicated for tiie EG in Hypotiiesis Two. 

The same four indicators were significant at tiie .05 level: the Otfier-Inner Directed Ratio, 

Self-Acmalizing Value, ExistentiaUty, and C!apacity for Intimate (^ntact. (See Table 3.) 

Hypothesis Three also is accepted with reservations. 

Hvpothesis Four 

Hypothesis Four stated that on between-group measures of the quaUty oi art products, 

the EG would score significantiy higher than the CG at the conclusion of the smdy. 

Ratings by a panel of five judges of artworks executed by the subjects at the beginning and 

at the conclusion of the experiment provides the measures of quaUty. As with Hypothesis 

One, ANCOVA was employed to control for differences in pre-test scores and determines 

if a significant difference existed between the two groups on post-test scores. No 

significant difference was found. (See Table 4.) Hypotfiesis Four is rejected. 

Hvpothesis Five 

Hypothesis Five stated that on within-group measures of the quality of art products, 

the EG would score significantiy higher on the post-test measures than had been scored on 

tiie pre-test measures. The ratings by tiie panel of judges provided tiie measures; ANOVA 

provided tiie statistical treatment The difference was highly significant witii a probabiUty 

oflessthan.OOOl. (SeeTable5.) Hypotiiesis Five is accepted. 
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Hvpothesis Six 

Hypothcsis Sbc stated tiiat on within-group measures of the quaUty of art products, tiie 

CG would score significantiy higher on the post-test measures tiian had been scored on tiie 

pre-test measures. The panel of judges provides ratings for the measures; ANOVA 

provided tiie statistical treatment The difference was highly significant with a probabiUty 

oflesstiian.OOOl. (SecTable5.) Hypotiiesis Six is accepted. 

Hvpothesis Seven 

Hypothesis Seven stated that when the experimental group and the control group are 

considered as a single group of scores, there would be significant positive interactions 

between measures of self-esteem and tiie quaUty of artworks obtained from the post-tests. 

The EG and CG were merged, then re-divided into two equal groups: high scorers on the 

quaUty of art products and low scorers on the quaUty of art products. A t-test for 

independent measures was appUed to the two groups for each of the four POI factors of 

self-esteem identified as significant in Hypotheses Two and Three. A significance level of 

.01 of probabUity was utiUzed. No significant differences were found. (See Table 7.) 

Hypothesis Seven is rejected. 

S^mmary 

This experiment applying guided imagery to art drawing instmction produced no 

statisticaUy demonstrable, postive results. WhUe significant improvements took place for 

both groups in the quality of artwork, and to some extent, in indicators of self-esteem, the 

experiment faUed to demonstrate tiiat guided imagery produced significant changes in these 

results. 



CHAPTERV 

SUIVIMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter summarizes tiie problem, tfie proposed solutions, tiie experiment, and the 

conclusions. AdditionaUy it includes suggestions for further smdy. 

Summary 

This section reviews the problem under smdy. Procedures employed in the 

experiment and the f ndings from the experiment are summarized. 

The Problem 

Guided imagery has demonstrated its potential by enhancing leaming in a number of 

areas. Smdies have shown significant growth in athletic performance, reading, leaming 

foreign language, as weU as improving emotionaUy disturbed behavior detrimental to 

leaming. Litûe, however, has been done with guided imagery in relation to art instmction. 

It was hypothesized that smdents improve in their leaming achievement if their self-esteem 

could be enhanced in the leaming environment The problem for smdy was to determine if 

guided imagery can also help smdents accelerate improvement in leaming to draw. The 

smdy was also concemed about identifying what might be involved in the process of 

accelerated leaming. It was hypothesized that accelerated leaming was associated with 

improving self-esteem. The smdy attempted to measure both growtii in artwork quaUty and 

associate it with corresponding growth in self-esteem. 
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Procedures 

An investigation was set up using two coUege classes of elementary education majors. 

Onc class functioned as a control group whUe tiie other was the experimental group that 

receivcd thc Guided Imagery (GI) activity along witfi tfie usual drawing instmction the 

control group received. A pUot smdy of the treatment had been mn the summer session 

prior to thc acmal invcstigation in order to identify needed modifications. The effects of the 

instmctional activities on self-esteem were measured by pre- and post-testing both the 

control and experimental groups using the Personal Orientation Inventory (POI), a test of 

the self-acmaUzing personaUty rooted in a variety of factors contributing to self-esteem. 

The quality of the smdents' artwork was to be measured by pre-test and post-test drawings 

that were rated by five judges using an adaptation of the unpubUshed grading procedure 

used by the Educational Testing Service for scoring Advanced Placement in Smdio Art 

portfoUos. The procedure based on Advanced Placement methods was developed by the 

researcher, who had served as a Reader with Advanced Placement for five years using that 

procedure. The POI was scored by its publisher. 

The experiment was conducted in the fall semester of 1988 at a large, southwestem 

university. Sections used for the smdy were taught by the same instmctor, so that 

experiences prior to the investigation would be as sûnUar as possible. 

Findings 

While significant growth in quality of artwork and, to some extent, in self-esteem, 

resulted from tiie instmction received by botii tiie control group and the experimental group 

(independent variable), tfie guided imagery treamient failed to make a significant difference 

in either the quaUty of the artwork or tfie development of self-esteem. 
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Hypotiicsis One stated tiiat on between-group measures of self-esteem, tiie 

experinQcntal group would score significantly higher than tiie control group on tiie post-test. 

No significant difference was measured between tiie control and experimental groups. 

Hypothcsis Two stated that on witfiin-group measures of self-esteem, tfie experimental 

group would score signifîcantiy higher on tfie post-test tfian on tfie pre-test Four of 12 

indicators of sclf-esteem-Otfier-Inner Directed Ratio, Self-AcmaUzing Value, 

ExistentiaUty, and Capacity for Intimate Cbntact-scored signifîcant improvement 

Hypothesis Three stated that on within-group measures of self-esteem, tfie control 

group would score signifîcantiy higher on tfie post-test tfian on tfie pre-test Four of 12 

indicators of self-esteem-Otfier-Inner Directed Ratio, Self-AcmaUzing Value, 

ExistentiaUty, and Capacity for Intimate Contact-scored significant improvement. 

Hypothesis Four stated that on between-group measures of the quaUty of artworks, the 

experimental group would score significantiy higher than the control group on the post-test. 

ANCOVA, which controUed for differences between the groups at the beginning of an 

experiment, faUed to demonstrate a significant difference between the control and 

experimental groups in aitwork quaUty even though the results were close (F=3.256, 

p=.079 for post-test differences between the groups). 

Hypothesis Five stated that on within-groups measures of the quaUty of artworks, the 

experimental group would score sigmficantiy higher on the post-test tfian on the pre-test. 

The ANOVA analysis revealed a significant (p=.(X)01) improvement in the quality of 

artwork from a mean of 22.476 on the pre-test to a mean of 33.667 on tfie post-test. It was 

clear tfiat tfie instmction received by tiie experimental group resulted in considerable 

improvement in the quaUty of artwork. 

Hypothesis Sk stated that on witiiin-group measures of artworks, the control group 

would score significantiy higher on tiie post-test tiian on tiie pre-test. This hypotiiesis was 

analyzed by ANOVA which showed a significant (p=.0001) improvement in the artwork 
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from a prc-test mean of 18.762 to a post-test mean of 28.857. The control group also 

bcncfîtted ôx)m thc instmction m drawing administered during the time of tfie experiment 

Hypothesis Seven stated that when the experimental group and the control group are 

considcrcd as a singlc group of scores, there would be significant positive interactions 

between measures of self-esteem and the quaUty of artworks obtained from tfie post-tests. 

Four of the indicators of self-esteem-Otfier-Inner Directed, Self-Acmalizing Value, 

ExistcntiaUty, and Capacity for Intimate Contact-were utUized for this analysis because 

they had shown significant growth from pre-test to post-test in both groups. After merging 

the EG and CG and re-dividing it solely upon the basis of high scores and low scores in 

quaUty of art products, a t test was used for the statistical treatment of each of the four POI 

factors of self-esteem identified as significant in Hypothesis Two and Three. A 

significance level of .01 of probabUity was utUized. No significant differences were found. 

Conclusions 

A review of the results of this experiment provides us with unanswered questions 

about the potential of guided imagery to positively affect art instmction. It appears that 

additional smdy is in order to properly assess tiie potential of guided imagery to affect art 

instmction. 

Self-Esteem ndicators 

Significant improvement in botii the control and tiie experimental groups took place in 

four of tiie 12 indicators of tiie self-acmalizûig person measured by tiie Personal Orientation 

Inventory (POI). These four are Otiier-Uiner Directed Ratio (01), Self-AcmaUzing Value 

(S AV), ExistentiaUty (EX), and Capacity for Intimate Contact (C). 

The inner-directed person (measured by 01) appears to have incorporated a "psychic 

'gyroscope' which [was] started by parental influences and later on [was] further 
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influenced by other autfiority figures" (EdTTS, 1974, p. 14). The inner-directed person 

moves tiirough life obeying tiiis intemal guide. Having been estabUshed early in Ufe tiiis 

direction is guided by but a few principlcs. This inner dfrection serves as guide and force 

for intemal motivations (pp. 14-15). 

Thc Self-AcmaUzing Values (S AV) person holds values Uke tiiose of self-acmalizing 

people or those who more fuUy function and Uve more enriched Uves. They develop and 

use thcir capabUities and potentiaUties They know their Ukes, disUkes, values and tiiey 

work toward achieving all tiiat tiiey possibly can (EdlTS, 1974, p.4, 17). 

The score for ExistentiaUty (EX), paired witii tiie score for Self-ActuaUzing Values 

represents one's abiUties for balancing of valuing so critical to acmaUzation. ExistentiaUty 

(EX) refers to the one's flexibiUty and appUcation of one's SAV to one's life, while using 

good judgment. The higher the score the more flexible one is. A low score indicates 

rigidity (EdlTS, 1974, p. 17). 

Capacity for Intimate Contact (C) refers to the develop meaningful, human 

relationships. Inter-personal relationships are warm, and in the present MeaningfuUy 

touching of other human beings' lives occurs when not impeded by expectations or duty, 

so that one does not over-respond or make demands based on expectations or duty. 

AdditionaUy, other things which more amply facUitate interaction, e.g., expressing and not 

impressing, or being oneself rather than merely trying to please, assist in facUitation of 

relationships with others. Does one strive to be sensitive to others or does one relate 

aggressively, building barriers (EdlTS, 1974, p.l8)? 

Chapter One def ned Self-esteem, as the degree to which one values, is satisfied or 

disatisfied witii oneself. Self-esteem judgments are based on values or value indicators 

such as attimdes, beUefs, or interests. The example of an adolescent who might describe 

himself as a good student (self-concept), but may wish to change tiiat (self-esteem) because 

he wants to be accepted by peers who devalue school success (value indicator). The place 
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of one's values in seUf-perceptions is tiiat one may not have the same self-esteem judgments 

as otiiers in simUar simations. Self-perception is the clarifying of self-concept and tiiereby 

improving self-esteem. Self-perception theory suggests that one's attimtes, beUefs, and 

sclf-characterizations are often dctermincd by one's observations of tiieir own behaviors. 

Its underlying principle indicates tiiat" we tend to judge the feelings of others by what we 

see them do, [and therefore] we infer our own attimdes by [observUig ourselves]. Its 

significance is that it "sets up, in principle at least, the conditions for attimde change. That 

is, if attimdes are determined by behavior rather than the other way around, then 

modification of behavior wiU produce concomitant modification of attimde" (Reber, 1985, 

p. 680). 

Continuing, attribution theory, used in social psychology and concemed with social 

perception, believes that attimdes are determined by behavior which can be used to modify 

behavior and produce alterations of attitudes. In tfiis process "one ascribes or imputes a 

characteristic (trait, emotion or motive, etc) to oneself or to another person." It represents 

"a general approach to social psychology and personality theory in which behavior is 

analyzed in the light of this concept." One's past experiences play important roles in 

processing one's new experience (Gestalt theory). Based on "the causaUty arguments of 

Heider, [it strives] to explain the manner in which people attribute characteristics and traits 

to people." It "maintains that tfie foUowing sequence occurs in social simations: a person 

observed another engaging in some behavior, makes an inference about that individual's 

intentions based on the perceived actions and tiien attributes some underlying motivating 

trait to the person which is consistent witii tiie behavior" (Reber, 1985, p.67). 

Self-wortii is tiie evaluative appraisal of oneself and synonymous witii tiie concepts 

self-esteem, self-respect, and personal acceptance (Epstein, 1973, pp. 404-416). One 

tends to act in ways tiiat attempt to protect one's sense of wortii when it is tiireatened. 

Many psychologists "agree tiiat tiie individual attempts to maximize success, which 
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enhanccs a sense of wortfi, [in order] to avoid faUure, which tiireatens to devalue it" 

(Covington and Berry, 1976, p.6). 

It was concludcd that some aspects of self-esteem were changed by the drawing 

instmction. On the othcr hand, guided imagery faUed to demonstrate significant differences 

in the changes between the control group and the experimental group in dther self-esteem 

or art quaUty. ANCOVA revealed tiiat tiie control and experimcntal groups were 

significantiy different at tiie beginning of tiie experiment StatisticaUy controUing tiie pre-

test condition revealed only one self-esteem indicator as being significantiy different at the 

end of the experimental period. This indicator was Self-Acceptance. However, the 

experimental group (x=12.95) was lower than tiie control group (x=15.29), contrary to 

pre-experiment expectations. 

ArtO aUty 

It is clear that the instmction in drawing produced significant improvement in the 

quaUty of artwork witfi the growth in the control group from a mean of 18.762 to a mean of 

28.857 and the experimental group from a mean of 22.476 to a mean of 33.667. The p 

valuc of .0001 indicates a very high probabiUty that the changes were more tiíian chance. 

Howcvcr, the experiment faUed to produce a significance difference between the control 

and experimental groups, yielding a p value of .079. While .079 is quite close to 

significance and suggests a strong possibiUty that significant results might be achieved in a 

more sensitive repUcation of the experiment, a significant difference was not indicated here. 
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Explanation of Results 

The rcsults of tfús smdy may bc tfie consequence of one or more of tfie foUowing. 

1. Guided imagcry has no potential to affea self-esteem enhancement nor does it have 

the capacity to improve tiie development of artistic skiUs. This seems unUkely because of 

extcnsive Uterature documcnting its beneficial effects in otiier areas of leaming. 

2. The experiment could have been flawed in one or more of several ways. The 

guided imagery may have been improperly used. The two groups, whUe appearing 

idcntical, may have tumed out to have acmaUy been different. Or, differences in the 

treatment of the two groups, owing to a tendency to hidividualize instmction based on 

smdent reactions, may have been more different than reaUzed. These possibiUties seem 

unlikely because so much effort was expended on equating the circumstances of the control 

and experimental groups. However, differences in time of day, personalities and attimdes 

of the participants, or other variables could have been present and been significant, as was 

suggested by the differential results in tiie ANCOVA analysis of the comparison between 

the control and experimental groups in the pre-tests. 

3. The control and experimental groups could have been too smaU to produce 

statistically significant differences, especiaUy in regard to Hypotheses One and Four. This 

is a distinct possibiUty. There were only 21 participants in each of tiie two groups. 

4. The time devoted to the experiment was too short to permit the attimde-changing 

effects of guided imagery to bring about significant differences in results. This is a genuine 

possibility. 

5. The novelty of the experimental environment may have enhanced botii groups' 

responses to treatment because of tiie presence of someone otfier tfian tfie regular instmctor 

who is using tfie students for an "experiment." There is a possibUity that a Hawthome 

Effect took place in which tfie control group as weU as the experimental group made 
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abnormal stridcs because of being aware of being closely observed in an experimental 

environment 

6. The tremendous increasc in art quaUty and to some extent in self-esteem suggests 

that something of significance happened to both groups during the experimcntal process. 

This other effcct may have distracted from tfie potential benefits of guided imagery so tiiat 

it, by itsclf, was unable to registcr any significant effect 

Recommendations for Further Studv 

Several matters require further investigation in determinûig possible educational use of 

guided imagery in an art program. Impressive results in other areas of smdy suggest that 

guided imagery has some potential for results in ait. Since positive results did not emerge 

in this smdy, the foUowing matters need further investigation. 

1. The period of time aUowed for the guided imagery treatment to take effect was 

likely to have been too short to be effective. Further investigation in which treatment with 

guided imagery takes place over a longer period of time is wairanted. 

2. The groups need to be better matched for the experiment It may have been that the 

two groups were so different that the comparative effects of the treatment did not have 

ample oppormnity to make a difference. 

3. The differential in time spent by both the control and experimental groups on tiie 

acmal drawUig activity needs closer examination. Because the guided imagery exercises 

and the writing tiiat accompanied them took some 40 minutes for each session, tiie 

experimental group acmaUy did fewer drawings tiian the control group. The additional 

practice drawing may have offset or partiaUy offset tiie beneficial effects of tiie guided 

imagery treatment While one might conclude tiiat more time spent in drawing is just as 

good as guided imagery in producing growtii in drawing, tiiis proposition warrants further 

investigation. One would want to find out, for example, how tiie guided imagery 
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functioncd as an cffective substimte for straight drawing instmction during those 40-minute 

scssions. Could a proper ratio of guided imagery activity and drawing instmction be 

identificd that would maximize the beneficial effects of such combined instmction? 

4. Cohcn and Twemlow (1981) retested their groups for POI scores four months after 

the conclusion of thcir experiment and discovered that significantiy positive growth had 

occurred in thc categories of Sclf-Rcgard, Self-Acceptance, Acceptance of Aggression, and 

Nature of Man, categories that had not appcarcd as significant on their post-test In 

addition, Inner Directedness, the only category that had tested significantiy positive on the 

post-test, also was significant on the foUow-up test Another smdy with a population that 

would be avaUablc for foUow-up testing could possibly reveal simUar results from guided 

imagery treatment and figure drawing instmction. 
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APPENDDCA: SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS 

Transcrints from Phnne Conversarinns frnm Fnrmer Smdents Nnw 

Graduated from CoUege After Having Sncceeded in Schnnl 

Charles (1986) said 

You remcmbcr what I used to tell you about my schooUng, going back to 
Pierre Moran (Junior ffigh School) it aU boUs down to self-pride. I used to 
hear 'You're not very bright. You can't do this or that. You're in so and 
so's family.' It all depends on the estabUshment. Who's mnnmg it and 
who's stiU there (Pierrc Moran). I was the second generation going through 
you always hear it you're spotted you hear 'You aren't gonna pan out.' It's 
hard. I didn't feel good about my beginning. I've told you that before. My 
Fatiier and aU. I didn't feel good about tiie end either. 

Now I have a direction. There isn't anything I can't do now. Six years 
ago, I'd think 'I can't do tiiiat' Now I say 'Giddy up and go.' It's a change 
of perspective on everything, on living, on dying. It used to be I didn't 
want to get involved in mairiage. Then I didn't tiiink I could handle it 
Now I think I can do such and such. I didn't think of me being a part of 
someonc's life and support system. Now I expect it and I want more. It 
just helps in the 'littie things'. I'm in the now. It aU boUs down to self-
pride. 

Now I'm part of maÍQStream America and I've got the knowledge I need to 
do it I've gotten myself up and I can deal now. Wait a minute. I just had 
a thought. AU the work you've done. AU you gave to me as weU as those 
who came before me, those who came after and those who were there with 
me. You've given so much to so many. Day one to day fifty, it's how you 
feel about yourself. As each day progressed I felt better and better about 
myself. I think it aU boUs down to self-pride. 

Valerie (1986) said 

I just got back from St. Louis, Missouri, the Museum of Art. The program 
was designed for kids majoring in art who were from the inner city (40% of 
the class was black). The program brought in tfiree blacks who were 
professionally active. I represented the commercial world. I told them I 
own my own design smdio. I gave them each one of my business cards. 
Then I taUced to tfiem of harder times. The begmning, you and aU tiie ways 
you helped me then and tiiroughout tiie years since tiien. You gave me 
courage. You've done everything. You've helped me work through, set 
priorities and new priorities, to dream, beUeve and work hard and that 
things can happen for me. One of these days I'm going to take care of my 
debit, and in tiie style tfiat I want to. I haven't forgotten nor will I ever. 
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WeU, as you know, last spring, when Mrs. Goldie Ivory (Human Relations 
Direaor for EUdiart Community Schools) had me come to EUchart and 
present my experiences as a Black Professional, we (you and me) had one 
of our many talks. I told you tiiat (my husband) and I had decided to begin 
my own advertising/designing company, and I was having second tiioughts 
about whether I could do it. Whetiier I was good enough to make it and in 
my own company. 

You reminded me, m the way only you can do, tiiat I'd questioned myself a 
number of times before in high school, in coUege and after graduation from 
niinois Statc University, and whUe I was working for the EUdiart 
Advertising Company and Johnson's PubUshing Company in Chicago. I 
remember you having me make pro and con Usts. I remember you asking 
me, 'Valerie, what would you reaUy lUce to do, if you could do anything 
you want?' I told you I'd Uke, really Uke to, weU, I'd always dreamed of 
working for Johnson's PubUshing Company, and Uvmg in Chicago. I 
remember trying to decide whether to move to the town where Elwood lived 
and work there or whether I should move to Chicago and try my wings. 
You had a connection. Gave me a name and phone number for a man at 
Johnson's PubUshing. You helped me set up a strategy. I went home and 
looked at my pro and con list. I came back and told you 'I may be crazy, 
but I'm going to go for it.' As you remember he (tiiie man at Johnson's) 
gave me suggestions on my portfolio and later the next week caUed and 
asked if I'd be interested in working for them and could I start right away. 

WeU, this spring you again reassured me and continued to help me with my 
self-doubts that creep in sometimes. Want to know what's been happening 
to me now? We had projccted eaming from the business for tfiis year at 
$20,000, and to date we've far exceeded that. Next year the projection is 
$100,000. I'm on the other side. I don't have to allow people to ignore 
me. I'm self-sufficient and I can Uve on my own creativity. I'm really 
doing weU. I know I can make it happen. Businesses wiU see me and 
know I represent many. It's aU because of you and aU you've done for 
mc.aU you've given. One of these days I'm going to pay you back in 
ways I've wanted to. I know, me doing and becoming all I can, believing 
in myself and aU is enough payment but I have sometfiing else, more in 
mind. 

Loretta (1985) said 

You taught me to believe in myself. I used to seU myself short. One tfiing 
I've leamed is tfiat anything is possible. You believed in me and because of 
that, I now believe in myself. 
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APPENDDCB: SESSION SCRIPTS 

The foUowing instmctions were given to the groups: 

This is a smdy of art, music and personaUty. During tiiese sessions you 
wiU be listening to commentary and various kinds of music At the end 
of the commentary you wUl write in detail of your experience. (Cohen 
& Twemlow) 

In addition, the experimental groups were given the foUowing instmctions at the 
beginning of each session: 

Tum off your analytic functions during the experience. As much as 
you are able to just let whatever happens, happen. You don't have to 
try to make anything happen. There is no way that you can do this 
wrong. If at any time you wish to stop, you may do so by simply 
opening your eyes. Closing them wUl then let the process begin again. 
(Cohen) 

DAY ONE: 
[Fantasy One: Rosebush] (Stevens, pp. 38-39) 

Rosebush 

Find a comfortable position. Close your eyes and become aware of 
your body. [pause] Tum you attention away from outside events and 
notice what is going on inside you. [pause] Notice what parts of your 
body emerge into your awareness, [pause] and which parts of your 
body seem vague and indistinct. [pause] íf you become aware of a 
tense area of your body, see if you can let go of the tensing. [pause] If 
not, try deUberately tensing tiiat part, to see which muscles you are 
tensing, [pause] and tiien let go again. [pause] Nowfocusyour 
attention on your breathing. [pause] Become aware of aU tiie detaUs of 
your breatfiing. [pause] Feel tfie air move in tfirough your nose or 
moutii. [pause] Feel it move down your tiiroat, [pause] andfeelyour 
chest and belly move as you breatiie. [pause] Now imagine tiiat your 
breatiiing is Uke gentie waves on tiie shore, and tiiat each wave slowly 
washessometensionoutofyourbody, [pause] and releases you even 
more. [pause] 

Now become aware of any thoughts or images that come into your 
mind. [pause] Just notice tiiem. [pause] What are tiiey about, and 
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what arc tiiey Uke? [pause] Now imagine tiiat you put all tficse 
thoughtsandimagcsintoaglassjarandwatchtiiem. [pause] Examine 
tfiem. [pause] What are tiicsc tfioughts and Unages Uke, and what do 
tfiey do as you watch tficm? [pause] Nowtakethisjarandpourout 
tfie tiioughts and imagcs. Watch as tiiey pour out and disappear, and 
tfie jar becomes empty. [pause] 

Now I'd Uke you to imaginc tfiat you are a rosebush. Become a 
roscbush, and discover what it is lUce to be tftis rosebush. [pause] Just 
lct your fantasy develop on its own and see what you can discover 
about being a rosebush. [pause] Whatkindofrosebushareyou? 
[pause] Where are you growing? [pause] What are your roots Uke, 
[pause] and what kind of ground are you rooted in? [pause] Seeif 
you can feel your roots going down into tfie ground. [pause] What are 
your stems and branches lUce? [pause] Discover aU tfie detaUs of being 
this rosebush. [pause] How do you feel as this rosebush? [pause] 
What are your suiroundings lUce? [pause] What is your Ufe Uke as this 
rosebush? [pause] What do you experience, and what happens to you 
as the seasons change? [pause] Continue to discover even more detaUs 
about your existence as this rosebush, how you feel about your life, 
and what happens to you. Let your fantasy continue for awhUe. 
[pause] 

In a Uttie whUe I'm going to as you to open your eyes and retum to 
the group and express your experience of being a rosebush. I want 
you to write it in first-person present tense, as if it were happening 
now. For instance, "I am a wUd rose, growing on a steep hiUside, on 
very rocky soU. I feel very strong and good in the sunshine, and Uttie 
birds make their nests in my thick vines—" 
or whatever your experience of being a rosebush is. If you speak to 
anyone about this, communicate to someone—don't just broadcast your 
words to thc ceiUng or scatter them on the floor. Now open your eyes 
when you feel ready and express your experience of being a rosebush. 
[pause] (Stevens, p.38) 

DAYTWO: 
JPantasy Two: Releasing Your Body & Sea Shore] (Stevens, pp. 14-
15) 

ReleasingYourBodv 

We interfere with our functioning by preventing expression of much 
of what happens in ourselves. You can leam to let your body take over 
and rclcasc itself from this interference. Begin by finding a position 
that is really comfortable for you. [pause] Close your eyes, and get in 
tough with your body. [pause] Art you reaUy comfortable? See if you 
can get even more comfortable by changing your position sUghtiy. 
[pause] Now become aware of your breathUig. [pause] Notice aU the 
detaUs of how you are breathing. [pause] Feel how the air moves into 



your nosc or moutii, [pause] and down your tiiroat, and mto your 
lungs. [pause] Notice aU tfie details of how your chest and beUy move 
as thc air flows in and out of your lungs. [pause] 

Now notice whenever tfioughts or images come into your mind. 
[pause] Notice how tiiese words and images interfere witii your 
awareness of thc physical sensations of your breatiiing. [pause] Pay 
attcntion to these thoughts and images now, and be aware of what 
happens if you try to stop tiiem. [pause] What do you experience as 
you try to stop your tfiougts? [pause] What do you feel in your body 
now? . . . 

Now try something diffcrent. Instead of trying to stop your 
tfioughts, just focus your attention on your breatfiing. [pause] 
Whenever you reaUze that your attention has wandered to thoughts or 
images, just refocus your attention on the physical sensations of your 
breathing. [pause] Don't stmggle or battie-just notice when you 
become preoccupied with words and images, and then retum your 
attcntion to your brcathing. [pause] 

Now focus your attention on your body, and notice which parts of 
your body come into your awareness spontaneously. [pause] Which 
parts of your body emerge into your awareness? [pause] And which 
parts of your body feel unclear and indistinct even when you focus 
your attention on them. [pause] Do you notice any difference between 
the left sidc and tfie right side of your body? [pause] 

Now bc aware of any physical discomfort you feel, and focus your 
attention on it. [pause] Get more in touch with it, and become deeply 
aware of it in detail. [pause] AS you become more aware of this 
experience, you may find that it slowly develops or changes. A 
movement, a feeUng, or an image may develop out of what you are 
focusing on. AUow this change and development to take place without 
interference, and continue to focus your attention on whatever emerges. 
[pause] (Stevens, p. 13-14) 

Seashore 

I want you to imagine that you are at the seashore somewhere. 
[pause] What is your seashore like? [pause] Walk around a bit 
[pause] What is the beach under your feet like? [pause] Reachdown 
and touch the beach and get to know it better. [pause] Go down to the 
water's edge and feel the salt water. [pause] WaUc along the shore and 
see what has drifted in on the tide. [pause] What can you smeU? 
[pause] What is the weatiier Uke? [pause] How do you feel being 
there? [pause] Explore your seashore on your own for awhUe, and see 
what else you can discover. [pause] 

Now I want you to look out at tiie ocean. [pause] What is tiie ocean 
Uke? [pause] Look up and down the coast. [pause] Now look straight 
out to sea. (Juitc far out tiiere is sometiiign gradually moving toward 
you, coming in with the waves. At first you wiU be uncertain about 
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what it is, and how large it is, but as it slowly comes closer you wUl be 
ablc to see what it is. [pause] Watch it closely as it comes closer and 
cvcnmaUy comcs up to tiie bcach. [pause] When it does come m, go 
over to it and examine it carefuUy, and discover aU you can about it. 
[pausc] WaUc around it and look at it from tfie otfier side. [pause] 
WhatisitUkc? [pause] Touch it and see how it feels. [pause] Can 
you guess anything about its past and what events brought it to tiús 
bcach? [pause] How do you feel toward it? [pause] 

Now I want you to become this objea that came in to your beach. 
As this thing, what are you Uke? [pause] Whatareyour 
characteristics? Silentiy dcscribe yourself: "lam-" [pause] Howdo 
you feel being this thing? [pause] What has happened to you that 
brought you to tiiis beach? [pause] Take a Uttie time to get even more 
intotiieexperienceofbeingtfiistfimg. [pause] (Stevens, p. 160) 

In a Uttie whUe I'm going to ask you to open your eyes and retum to 
the group and [write of your experience in first-person present tense, as 
if it were happening now. If you decide to speak to anyone about it], 
communicate to someone-don't just broadcast your words to the 
ceUing or scatter them on the floor. Now open your eyes when you 
feel ready and [you may begin]. (Stevens, p. 39) 

D AY THREE: 

[Fantasy Three: Rosebush Identification Introduction and Wiseman] 
(Stevens pp.38-39 and 161-163) 

Find a comfortable position. [pause] Close your eyes and become 
aware of your body. [pause] Tum your attention away from outside 
events and notice what is going on inside you. [pause] Notice any 
discomfort, and see if you can find a more comfortable position. 
[pause] Notice what parts of your body emerge into your awareness, 
[pause] and which parts of your body seem vague and indistinct. 
[pause] If you become aware of a tense area of your body, see if you 
can let go of tfie tensmg. [pause] If not, try deUberately tensing tfiat 
part, to see which muscles you are tensing, [pause] and then let go 
again. [pause] Now focus your attention on your breathing. [pause] 
Become aware of aU tiie details of your breathing. [pause] Feel the air 
move in through your nose or mouth. [pause] Fee it move down your 
throat, [pause] and feel your chest and belly move as you breathe. 
[pause] Now imagine tfiat your breatfiing is Uke gentfe waves on the 
shore, and that each wave slowly washes some tension out of your 
body, [pause] and releases you even more. [pause] 

Now become aware of any thoughts or images tfiat come into your 
mind. [pause]. Just notice tiiem. [pause] What are they about, and 
what are they Uke? [pause] Now imagine that you put all these 
thoughts and images into a glass jar and watch tíiem. [pause] Examine 
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tficm. [pausc] What are tiiese tiioughts and Unages Uke, and what do 
they do as you watch tiiem? [pause] As more tfioughts or images come 
into your mmd, put tfiem into tfie jar too, and see what you can leam 
abouttiicm. [pausc] Now takc titis jar and pour out tiie tiioughts and 
imagcs. Watch as tiicy pour out and disappear, and tiie jar becomes 
empty. [pause] (Stcvens, pp. 38-39) 

Wise Man 

Now I want you to hnagine tiiat you are waUdng up a traU m tfie 
mountams at night There is a fuU moon which lets you see tfie traU 
easUy, and you can also see quite a lot of your surroundings. [pause] 
WhatistfûstraUUkc? [pause] What else can you see around you? 
[pausc] How do you feel as you waUc up tftis mountain traU? [pause] 
Just ahead tiicre is a smaU side traU tfiat leads up higher to a cave tfiat is 
the home of a v^y wise man who can teU you the answer to any 
question. Tum off onto this side traU and waUc toward the wise man's 
caye. [pause] Notice how your surroundings change as you move up 
this trail and come closer to his cave. [pause] 

When you arrive at the cave, you wiU see a smaU campfîre in front 
of tfie cave, and you wUl be able to faintiy see tfie sUent wise man by 
tfie Ught of tfie dancing flames of tfie fîre. [pause] Go up to tfie fîre, 
put some more wood on it, and sit quietiy. [pause] As the fîre bums 
more brightiy you wiU be able to see the wise man more clearly. Take 
some time to reaUy become aware of him-his clothes, his body, his 
facc, his eycs. [pause] 

Now become the wise man. [pause] What is your existence like as 
titis wise man? [pause] How do you feel, and what is your life like? 
[pause] What is your attitute toward this visitor who questions you? 
[pause] How do you feel toward this visitor? [pause] Whatdoyou 
say to your visitor—whether in words, gestures or actions? [pause] 

Become yourself again and continue this dialogue with the wise 
man. Do you understand what he is saying to you? [pause] Do you 
have any other questions to ask him? [pause] How do you feel toward 
thewiseman? [pause] 

Now become the wise man again, and continue this conversation. 
[pause] Is there anything else you can say to your visitor? [pause] 

Become yourself again. You wiU soon have to say goodbye to the 
wise man. [pause] Say anything else you want to before you leave. 
[pause] Just as you are about to say goodbye to the wise man, he tums 
and reaches into an old leather bag behind him, and searches in the bag 
for something very special to give to you. [pause] He takes it out of 
tfie bag and gives it to you to take home with you. [pause] Look at the 
gift he gives you. [pause] How do you feel toward tfie wise man • 
now? [pause] Tell him how you feel, [pause] and slowly say 
goodbye to him. [pause] 
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Now tum away, and start waUdng back down tfie mountain traU, 

cairyingyourgiftwitiiyou. [pausc] As you walk back down tiie traU, 
look at the traU carefuUy, so tfiat you wUl remember how to find your 
way back to tiie wise man when you want to visit him again. [pause] 
Be aware of your surroundings, and how you feel. [pause] 

Now keep your eyes closed, and bring your gift with you as you 
rctum to this room. [pausc] Take some time now to examine this gift 
inmoredctaU. [pause] What did he give you? ReaUy discover more 
aboutit [pause] Touchit, [pause] smeUit, [pause] tumitoverin 
your hands and look at it carefully. [pause] 

Now become titis gift. Identify witii it and describe yourself. What 
are you Uke as titis gift? [pause] How do you feel as tiiis tiúng? 
[pause] What are your quaUties? [pause] What do you do, or how can 
you bc used or appreciated? [pause] 

Now become yourself again and look at the gift and see if you can 
discover even more about it [pause] Do you notice any change in it 
or anything that you didn't notice before? [pause] Now put tfiis gift 
away carefiiUy and safely in your memory, [pause] and say goodbye 
toitfornow. [pause] (Stevens,pp. 161-163) 

In a Uttie while I'm going to as you to open your eyes and retum to 
the group and write of your experience. I want you to write it in first-
person present tense, as if it were happening now. Now open your 
eyes when you feel ready and write of your experience." (Stevens, 
p.39) 

D AY FOUR: 
[Fantasy Four: Releasing Your Body and Abandoned Store and 
Swapshop] (Stevens, pp. 14-15 and 156-157). 

Releasing Your Bodv 

[Close your eyes and get in a comfortable position.] We interfere 
with our fiinctioning by preventing expression of much of what happens 
in ourselves. You can leam to let your body take over and release itself 
from tiUs interference. . . . [G]et in touch witii your body. [pause] 
Are you reaUy comfortable? See if you can get even more comfortable 
by changing your position sUghtiy. [pause] Now become aware of 
your breatiiing. [pause] Notice aU the detaUs of how you are breatiiing. 
[pause] Feel how tfie air moves into your nose or mouth, [pause] and 
down your tfiroat, and mto your lungs. [pause] Notice all, tfie detaUs 
of how your chest and beUy move as tiie air flows in and out of your 
lungs. [pause] 

Now notice whenever thoughts or images come into your mind. 
[pause] Notice how tiiese words and images interfere witii your 
awareness of the physical sensations of your breathing. [pause] Pay 
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attention to thcsc tiioughts and images now, and be awaie of what 
happensifyoutrytostoptiicm. [pause] What do you expericnce as 
you try to stop your tiioughts? [pause] What do you feel in your body 
now? [pausc] 

Now try something different. Instead of trying to stop your 
thoughts, just focus your attention on your breathing. [pause] 
Whcncver you reaUzc that your attention has wandered to tfioughts or 
images, just refocus your attention on the physical sensations of your 
brcatiúng. [pause] Don't stmggle or battie-just notice when you 
becomc prcoccupied with words and images, and then remm your 
attention to your breathing. [pause] 

Now focus your attention on your body, and notice which parts of 
your body come into your awareness spontaneously. [pausc] Which 
parts of your body emerge into your awareness/ [pause] And which 
parts are you less aware of [pause] Now scan your body and notice 
which parts of your body you can easUy become aware of and feel clear, 
distinct sensation from. [pause] And which parts of your body feel 
unclear and indistinct even when you focus your attention on them. 
[pause] Do you notice any difference between the left side and the right 
side of your body? [pause] 

Abandoned Store and Swapshop 

I want you to imagine that you are walking in a city at night in the 
rain. You are warmly dressed, and you can see the lights of the city 
reflected in the wet streets. [pause] Just walk along for awhile and 
explore your city. [pause] What do you see? [pause] What is your 
cityUke? [pause] What happens in your city? [pause] Howdoyou 
feel as you walk through this city? [pause] 

Just ahead there is a Uttie neglected side street Walk down this side 
street, and soon you wiU see an old abandoned store. [pause] The front 
display window is dirty, misty, and spattered with rain, but if you look 
closely, you can see some dim shapes behind it [pause] What has 
been left abandoned in this store window? [pause] Move closer and try 
to see what is there. [pause] Wipe away some of the mist and moisture 
so that you can see more clearly. [pause] Examine this abandoned 
tfiing closely. [pause] What is it lUce? [pause] Notice aU tiie detaUs of 
it [pause] 

Now become this tiiing in the abandoned store. Whatisyour 
existenceUkeastiiisabandonedobject? [pause] Why were you left 
here? [pause] And how do you feel as tftis tfiing? [pause] Geteven 
more into the experience of being this abandoned tfiing. [pause] 

Now become yourself again and look closely again at the abandoned 
thing in the window. [pause] Do you notice anytfiing about it tfiat you 
didn't notice before? [pause] Slowly say goodbye to tiiis store window 
and what is in it, and waUc on through tiie city streets. [pause] 
Continue to expíore your city for a while. [pause] 
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Just ahcad tiicre is anotiicr strange littie side street. As you waUc 
down this street, you wiU see one store window tiiat has an mcredible 
varicty of tiiings in it-some old, some new, some very ancient. Some 
of it is junk and some is treasure, and you'd never expect to see aU tiiese 
tiiings in tiie same window. [pause] As you stand tiiere lookmg at tiús 
window fuU of things, a friendly Uttie old man waUcs out of tfie door 
and invites you into his shop. He cxplains taht tfiis is no ordinary shop. 
Within this apparentíy smaU shop there is everything in the world. 
Anyone who finds his way to this shop can choose one thing from the 
shop and takc it with him. You can only take owe tfiing. Youcannot 
take money, and you cannot seU what you take for money. Aside from 
tfiis, you can have any one thing from the shop. Take some time now to 
look around the shop and see what is there. [pause] There are aU sorts 
of Uttie nooks and side rooms, with things that you might like to have. 
EvenmaUy you wiU have to decide which of these many things you want 
to take with you. [pause] When you have decided what you want to 
take with you, take some time getting to know it better. Look at it 
carefuUy, and notice aU the detaUs about it [pause] Touch it with your 
hands, [pause] handle it and smell it [pause] How do you feel about 
thisthing? [pause] 

As you start to walk out the door with it, the storekeeper speaks to 
you again and says: "You may have this, as I said before. Ilierc is 
only one condition—you must give me something in retum. It can be 
absolutely anything you have, and you need not have it with you now, 
but you must give me something in retum for what you take. What will 
you give to the old man? [pause] Take a Uttie time to decide. [pause] 
Now tell the old man what you wiU give him. [pause] Now walk out 
the door, and take a loast look at your city. [pause] Slowly say 
goodbye to this city. [pause] Now retum tothis room and bring with 
you wíiatcvcr you decided to take from the shop. [pause] 

Now become this thing that you found in the shop. [pause] Asthis 
thing, what are you lUce? [pause] What are your characteristics? 
[pause] What is your life like? [pause] And what happens to you? 
[pause] What is your function or use? [pause] Try to really get into all 
the details of the experience of being this object [pause] 

Now become yourself again, and look again at this object. [pause] 
See if you can discover stUl more about it. [pause] Do you understand 
it better now? [pause] Slowly say goodbye to tiús object, and put it 
away somewhere in your memory, [pause] and now just rest quietiy 
for a Uttie while. [pause] (Stevens,pp. 156-157) 

In a Uttie while I'm going to ask you to open your eyes and write in 
first-person present tense, [of your experience] as ifit were happening 
now. . . . [If you speak to anyone] communicate tto [them], don't 
just broadcast your words to the ceiUng or scatter them on the floor. 
Now open your eyes when you feel ready and express your experience. 
(Stevens, p. 39) 
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DAYFIVE: 
[Clay Masks] 

DAY SDC: 

[Fantasy Five: Rosebush Identification and Stame of Yourself] 
(Stevens, pp. 38-39 and 152-153) 

Find a comfortable position, . . . Close your eyes and become 
aware of your body. [pause] Tum your attention away from outside 
eyents and notice what is going on inside you. [pause] Notice any 
discomfort, and see if you can find a more comfortable position. 
[pause] Notice what parts of your body emerge into your awareness, 
[pause] and which parts of your body seem vague and indistinct 
[pause] If you become aware of a tense area of your body, see if you 
can let go of the tensUig. [pause] If not, try deUberately tensing that 
part, to see which muscles you are tensing, [pause] and then let go 
again. [pause] Now focus your attention on your breathing. [pause] 
Become aware of aU tfie detaUs of your breathing. [pause] Feel tfie air 
move in through your nose or mouth. [pause] Feel it move down yout 
throat, [pause] and feel your chest and beUy move as you breathe. 
[pause] Become aware of aU the details of your breathing. [pause] 
Feel the air move in through your nose or mouth. [pause] Feel it move 
down your throat, [pause] and feel your chest and beUy move as you 
breathc. [pause] Now imagine that your breathing is like gentie waves 
on the shore, and that each wave slowly washes some tension out of 
yourbody, [pause] and releases you even more. [pause] 

Now become aware of any thoughts or images that come into your 
mind. [pause] Just notice them. [pause] Now imagine that you put all 
these thoughts and images into a glass jar and watch them. [pause] 
Examine them. [pause] What are these thoughts and images lUce, and 
what do they do as you watch them? [pause] As more thoughts or 
images come into your mind, put them into the jar too, and see what you 
canleamabouttiiem. [pause] Nowtakethisjarandpouroutthe 
thoughts and images. Watch as tiiey pour out and disappear, and the jar 
becomes empty. [pause] (Stevens, pp. 38-39) 

StatueofYourself 

Now I want you to imagine that you are in a very dark building. You 
can't see anything at aU yet, but you know tfiat it is some kind of art 
museum or art gaJlery for sculpture. Directfy in front of you, there is a 
stame or sculpture of yourself as you reaUy are. It might be realistic or 
abstract, but this statue somehow expresses your basic existence. Look 
into the darkness, and as the light gradually increases you wiU be able to 
see what this statue is like. [pause] Slowly the Ught wiU increase, and 
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youwiUbeabletodiscovcrmoreabouttiússtame. [pause] Whatisits 
shape and form? [pause] How large is it, and what is it made of? 
[pause] As you are able to see it more clearly, discover stUl more 
dctaUs. [pause] WaUc around it and look at it from different angles. 
[pause] Go close to it and touch it witii your hands. [pause] Howdoes 
itfccl? [pause] 

Nov lwantyouiobecome this stame. Imagine that you are this 
stamc, and change your posture and position to fit the form of the 
stame. [pause] How do you feel as tiiis stame? [pause] Whatareyou 
Ukc? [pausc] Describcyourself astitisstame, "lam-" [pause] What 
isyourexistenceUkeastfússtame? [pause] What happens to you, and 
how do you feel about this? [pause] 

Now bring this stame to life in your imagination. [pause] As a 
living stamc, what do you do and what is your life Uke? [pause] Take a 
Uttie time to discover more about your existence as tfiis Uving stame. 
[pausc] 

Now become yourself again and look at this stame. [pause] Does 
the stame seem any different to you now? [pause] Has anything 
changed? [pause] How do you feel not toward this stame? [pause] 
Slowly get ready to say goodbye to this stame. [pause] Say goodbye 
now, retum to your existence in this room, and quietiy absorb what you 
have just experienced. [pause] 

In a minute or two I'm going to ask you to open your eyes and retum 
to the group. (Stevens, pp. 152-153) 

[Then I want you to write of your experience m]first-personpresent 
tense, as ifit were happening now. . . . If you wish to speak to 
anyone [do so] but communicate to someone—don't just broadcast your 
words to the ceiUng or scatter them on the floor. Now open your eyes 
when you feel ready and express your experience. (Stevens, p. 39) 

DAY SEVEN: 

[Fantasy: Releasing Your Body and The Search] (Stevens, pp.38-39 
and 163-164) 

Releasing Your Bodv 

We interfere witii our functioning by preventing expression of much 
of what happens in ourselves. You can leam to let your body take over 
and release itself from tiiis mterference. . . . Close your eyes [ find a 
comfortable position] and get intouch with your body. [pause] Are you 
reaUy comfortable? See if you can get even more comfortable by 
changing your position slightiy. [pause] Now become aware of your 
breathing. [pause] Notice all the detaUs of how you are breathing. 
[pause] Feel how the air moves into your nose or mouth, [pause] and 
down your throat, and into your lungs. [pause] Notice aU the details of 
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how your chest and bcUy move as tiie afr flows m and out of your 
lungs. [pausc] ^ 

Now notice whcncver tfioughts or Unages come into your mind. 
[pauscj Noticc how tficsc words and images interfere witfi your 
awareness of tfie physical sensations of your bieatiting. [pause] Pay 
attcntion to tiiese tfioughts and images now, and be aware of what 
happens if you try to stop tiiem. [pause] What do you experience as 
you try to stop your tiioughts? [pause] What do you experience as you 
try to stop your tiioughts? [pause] What do you feel m your body 
now? [pause] 

Now try sometitign different. Instead of trying to stop your 
tiioughts, just focus your attention on your breatiiing. [pause] 
Whencver you reaUze tiiat your attention has wandered to tiioughts or 
images, just refocus your attention on tiie physical sensations of your 
breatfúng. [pause] Don't stmggle or battfe-just notice when you 
becomc preoccupied with words and images, and then remm your 
attention to your breatiúng. [pause] (Stevens,pp. 14-15) 

The Search 

I want you to imagine tfiat you are searchUig for soemthing tfiat is 
very important to you. You may have some idea of what it is that you 
are looking for, or you may not. You do know, however, that what 
you are scarching for is very important to you, and tfiat your Ufe wiU be 
somehow incomplete until you fînd it. Where are you now, as you 
begin this search? [pause] Where do you go? [pause] Andhowdo 
yousearch? [pause] What happens to you? [pause] Noticewhat 
obstacles or delays are in your way. [pause] And be aware of how you 
encounter tiiese obstacles and how you deal witii tiiem. [pause] What 
altematives do you try? [pause] Continue on this search for awhile. 
Discover more about it, and se how close you can come to your goal. 
[pause] You may find that the search changes in some way as you 
proceed. What do you fînd as you continue your search? [pause] Even 
if you have not yet reached the goal of your search, you may have 
discovered more about what you are seearching for. You may even be 
able to see it in thc distance, even though somethUig prevents you from 
reaching it Whatever your simation, try to discover more about the 
object of your search. Whether you have found what you are looking 
for, or can only see it, or can only imagine what it is like, examine it 
carefuUy, [pause] and be aware of your feeUngs toward it [pause] 
What is your goal lUce? [pause] And what would reaching your goal 
do for you? [pause] Is it this goal itself that you want, or is it a means -
-a way of getting something else that you want? [pause] If this goal 
could speak to you now, what would it say to you? [pause] And what 
would you say to it? [pause] TaUc to it for awhile, and see if you can 
leam more from it [pause] 

Now retum to your existence in tiiis room and stay quietiy with your 
experience for a while. [pause] (Stevens,pp. 164-165) 
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In a Uttie whUc I'm going to ask you to open your eyes and retum to 

thc group and cxpress your experiencc. I want you to [write] it in^m-
person present tense, as ifit were happening now. Also [if you want 
to] try to express this to someone. [If you speak to anyone, try t o ] . . . 
communicate to somconc-don't just bioadcast your words to the 
cciling or scatter them on thc floor. Now open your eyes when you feel 
ready and [write]... of your experience. (Stevens, pp. 39) 
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APPENDDC C: SEQUENCE OF MUSIC USED JN THE 

STUDY 

DAY ONE: 

[FantasyOne: RoscBush] (Stevens, pp. 38-39) 

Kitaro. (1983). Kitaro: Tunhuang. Hamburg, Germany: Kuckuck Schallplatten/E.R.P. 
MusUcverlag, Ucensed from Canyon Records, Japan. LC 2099, MC 058, sound 
cassette. 

DAYTWO: 

[Fantasy Two: Sea Shore] (Stevens, p. 160) 

Kitaro. (1985). Kitaro: SiUcRoadl. NewYork: Gramavision/Gravity Records, 
Ucensed from Canyon Records, Japan. 18-7009-4, sound cassette. 

[Drawing Human Figure from Model] 

Winston, G. (1982). George Winston: December. Stanford, CA: Windham ffiU 
Records, a Division of Windham HiU Productions Inc, distributed by A & M 
Records, Inc WT-1025, sound cassette. 

DAY THREE: 

[Fantasy Three: Wise Man] (Stevens, pp. 161-163) 

Papas, L (1980). TrênePapas: Odes. Paris, France: Polydor Industries Messageries. 
POL 511, 3169 241, sound cassettc 

[Drawing Human Figure from Model] 

Mannheim SteamroUer. (1979). Fresh Aire m. Omaha,NE: American Gramaphone 
Records. AGC-365, sound cassette. 

Shadowfax. (1984). The Dreams nf Children. Stanford, CA: Windham ffiU Records, a 
division of Windham ffiU records, distributed by A & M Records, Inc. WT-1038, 
sound cassette. 
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Jones, Q. (1982). OuincvJnnes: Thefíest HoUywood, CA: A & M Records Inc CS-

3200, sound cassettc. 

DAY FOUR: 

[Fantasy Four: Abandoned Store and Swapshop] (Stevens,pp. 156-157) 

Hom, P. &'Halpem, S. (1984). Connections. New York: Gramavision Inc, produced 
by Stcven Halpcm for Halpem Sounds, distributed by PolyGram Inc in the 
U.S.A., sound cassette. 

[Drawing Human Figure ôom Model] 

Richie, L. (1986). Lionel Richie: Dancing on the CeUing. HoUywood, CA: Motown 
Rccord Corporation, distributed by MCA Distributing Corporation. 6158MC, 
sound cassette. 

Kitaro. (1981). SiIkRoadVoI. 1 &2. W.Germany: Kuckkuck Schallplatten/ERP. 
MusiUcverlag, released by arrangement with Canyon Records, Inc LC 2099 
051/052, sound cassette. 

Pintar, J. (1986). Changes like the Moon. MUwaukee, WI: Sona Gaia Productions, 
Narada Productions, Inc, recorded at Heights Sound Smdio Houston, TX, sound 
cassette. 

CBS Record Sampler. (1987). Atmospheres. NewYork: CBS Records/CBS Inc, 
sound cassette. 

DAYFIVE: 

[Clay Masks] 

TchaUcovsky, P. L Svmphonv No. 6 "Pathétiaue." London Symphony Orchestra. 
Providcnce, RI: Sine Qua Non., SQN 79016, sound cassette. 

Taylor,L (1976). Tames Tavlor: Greatest ffits. Burbank, CA: Wamer Brothers 
Records Inc, a subsidiary & Ucensee of Wamer Brothers Inc, WB M5 3113, 
sound cassette. 

McCarmey,P. (1982). Panl McCartnev! TugofWar. NewYork MPL 
Communications, Inc, distmbuted by Columbia Records/CBS Inc, TCT 37462, 
sound cassette. 

Iglesias, L (1982). Tnlin Tglesias: Mnmentos. Madrid: Discos CBS. Grammofoonplaten 
B.V., CBS 40-25002, sound cassette. 

DAY SDC: 

[Fantasy Five: StameofYourself] (Stevens, pp. 152-153) 



El lOt , J .&Wamer ,O.L. , (1981). Eliot Jnshn anH Paul Llnvd Wamer: Zen Waterfall 
Kula, Mam, Hawaii: WaterfaU Music, distributed through Global Pacific 
Distnbutors, Inc, Kamucla, Hawau. 103, sound cassette. 

[Clay Masks] 

Marley, B. (no date). Bob Mariev /gr the Wailersr Rnmin' Kmgston, Ja., W.I.: Tuff 
Gong Production. (no serial number Usted), sound cassette. 

Nelson,W. (1979). WilIieNelsnn: SweetMemnríes New Ynrlr- RCA Records. RCA 
AHK1-3243, sound cassette. 

Howard, G. (1984). George Hnward: Steppin' Ont Palo Alto, CA: TBA Records, a 
Dmsion of Palo Alto Records. TB-201-N, sound cassette. 

Carpenters. (1973). Camenters: TheSingles I96Q-1Q7^ (not available): A & M 
Records, Inc A&M CS-3601, sound cassette. 

DAY SEVEN: 

[FantasySix: The Search] (Stevens,pp. 152-153) 

Ancient Future, (1981). Namral Rhvthms. Middlebury, VT: PhUo Records, Uic, PHC-
9006, sound cassette. 

[Figure Drawing/ Clay Masks] 

Cossu, S. (1981). Scott Cossu: Wind Dance. Stanford, CA: Windham ffiU Records, a 
division of Windham ffiU Productions Inc, distributed by A & M Records, Inc 
WT-1016, sound cassette. 

Rampal, J. (1983). The Art of Jean-Pierre Rampal. Providence, RI: SQN Productions, 
Ltd. SQN 74122-4, sound cassette. 

Tchaikovsky, P. (1981). Tchaikovskv: Symphony No. 6 "Pathétique." Vienna 
Philharmonic C)rchestra. Quebec, Canada: Polygram Inc and distributed by 
Polygram Distribution Inc JL5 41014, sound cassette. 

The Alan Parsons Project, (1982). The Alan Parsons Proiect: Eve In The Sky. New 
York: Artista Records, Inc ATC9599, sound cassette. 

Iglesias, J. (no date). JuUo Iglesias: En Concierto. Miami, FL: Discos CBS Int'I. DJ2C 
50334, sound cassette. 
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Richic, L. (1982). Lionel Richie. HoUywood, CA: Motown Record Corporation. 6007 
MC, sound cassette. 

[Re-take tcst POI] (30mmutes) 
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APPENDDCD: STUDENT NUMBER ASSIGNMENTS 

GRQUP3innn 

11:00-1:50 Class, ART 3372, FaU, 1988 

Please sign your name on the tape strip attached to your answer sheet! You 

wiU notice that it has the same code number written on it as does your answer 

sheet This wiU help us know which form belongs to which participant 

For tfie blanks at the upper left side of your answer sheet, please fiU in 1) 

today' date, 2) age, 3) sex, and 4) marital stams. 

For the blanks in the lower right side of your answer sheet, please 

completely blacken or fiU in tfie spaces for 1) marital stams, 2) sex, 3) test 

date, and 4) birth date. 

Please foUow the directions given on the front of the test booklet Please do 

not make any marks m tiie test booklets. Please DO NOT FOLD OR BEND 

YOUR ANSWER SHEETS! Please FILL JN ALL BLANKS WITH YOUR 

NUMBER 2 PENCIL. 

31001 
31011 
31002 
31012 
31003 
31013 
31004 
31014 
31005 
31015 
31006 
31016 
31007 
31017 
31008 
31018 
31009 
31019 
31010 
31020 
31021 
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GRQUP2innn 

8:00-10:50 Class, ART 3372, Fall, 1988 

Pleasc sign your name on tiie tape strip attached to your answer sheet! You 

wiU notice that it has the same codc number written on it as does your answer 

shect This wUl help us know which form belongs to which participant 

For the blanks at the uppcr left side of your answer sheet, please fiU in 1) 

today' datc, 2) agc, 3) sex, and 4) marital stams. 

For thc blanks in thc lower right side of your answer sheet, please 

completely blacken or fîU in the spaces for 1) marital status, 2) sex, 3) test 

date, and 4) birth date. 

Please foUow tiic directions given on the front of the test booklet Please do 

not make any marks m tiie test booklets. Please DO NOT FOLD OR BEND 

YOURANSWERSHEETS! Please FILL D̂ í ALL BLANKS WITH YOUR 

NUMBER 2 PENCIL. 

21001 
21011 
21002 
21012 
21003 
21013 
21004 
21014 
21005 
21015 
21006 
21016 
21007 
21017 
21008 
21018 
21009 
21019 
21010 
21020 
21021 

l̂ î̂ É: 

Wiíí^sasr 
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APPENDDC E: READU^SS, THEIMPORTANCE OF 

DRAWING THE HUMAN HGURE 

We are aU prone or accept our preconception instead of investigating a tiiing 
fuUy and anew. Once we have had an experience, tiie repetition of tiie 
expcrience bccomes mufíled and not clear. We anticipate and in anticipating we 
lose tiic significance, tiie meaningful detaUs (Nicolaides, 1941, 67-68). 

Developing Readiness for Expression Through Awareness 

(Dne of the most important tfiings tfiat a teacher or parent can help chUdren 
retain as they mature is their awareness of experience through the use of their 
senses and emotions. The creative person keeps his openness to experience and 
in this respect he is chUd-Uke. The chUd does not feel that a new experience 
wiU be a risk to him. He perceives the world without feeling, though he has to 
make judgments about it During early chUdhood he coUects much raw material 
without deciding 'what' or 'how he wiU use it How much information is 
coUected and what is done with it wiU determine his creative potential not only 
as a chUd but as an adult. 

In order to have a shaiper picture of how important awareness is, it would be 
weU to understand how awareness fits into the creative procedure. The central 
characteristics of the creative process might weU be defined as: 1) awareness; 
2) focus; 3) a working process; 4) art product. In this order, the first stage 
becomes aU important to creativity of any kind. Awareness entails letting the 
data in so that tiie information can be processed and stored for use. Processing 
and storing involves the total act of percepmal awareness. It means taking in all 
sensations without immediate judging and pigeonhoUng of information. The 
second stage in the creative process is that of refining tfie data absorbed, in 
other words, focusing. Here we begin to stmcture, to make form out of the 
formless. We relate tfie new data to our existing information until we have a 
clearer idea. Then we attempt to create or work out our focus to produce the art 
product. 

The stages of the creative process can more readUy be viewed and 
understood from the foUowing explanations of tfie stages: 

AWARENESS 
1. Leaming to take in information without prejudging it. 
2. Being uninhibited and more free inwardly to receive information. 
3. Delaying stmcture. 
4. Trying to deliberately take in more information than usual. 
5. Continuing to question a simation, observation or judgment. 

h . u 



6. Getting oneself mto tiie mood, warming up, getting mto tiie spirit of tiie 
simation. ^ r o o r 
7. Leaming to look at tfUngs from more tfian one pomt of view. 

FOCUS 
1. Occurs when we begm to narrow the field of data. 
2. Imposes a form on things. 
3. Scarchcs over thc information perceived. 
4. Relates ideas, facts, sense mapressions, feeUng and moods. 
5. Uses tiie imagination to break barriers and seek new relationships. 
6. Orders our experiences. 
7. Keeps ideas fluid. 
8. Bcgins to stmcture bits of information. 
9. Begins to put the data into an order. If it does not fit, go to awarensss 
again. Awareness and focus are interrelated. 
WORKING PROCESS 
1. Refers to production, the activity or creative process. 
2. Refers to intense and total involvement 
3. Refers to the skiU of the person. 
4. Refers to ordering, working hard, forming, being responsible. 

ARTPRODUCT 
1. Refers to the fînished product. 
2. Refers to the fecUng of being finished for the moment 
3. Refers to tfie culmination of the previous stages. 
4. Refers to making the final judgment to stop. 
5. Refers to the expression of the person as seen in the product 
Openness starts again. 

The "act of leaming' as described by Bmner is very useful in helping us 
understand the importance of awareness of the art elements through perception. 
He has divided the act of leaming into three phases: 
1. acqmsition of knowledge, 2. transformation, and 3. evaluation. 

The taking in of knowledge is a first consideration in the creative process. 
For example, the 'visual knowledge' of an object is its color, texture, shape, 
Une, light and art pattems. If we attend to the object being perceived from this 
point of view, the 'visual knowledge' wUl be increased and the recaU wiU be 
increased and the recaU later wiU be greater because specific detaUs were taken 
in at the time of viewing. 

The transformation stage is similar to the focus and working process stages 
given above. It is during this part of the act of leaming or tfie creative process 
tiiat the individual has fiee play in how he transforms knowledge (tiiinking, 
feeling, perceiving) which he has taken in during the unstmctured awareness 
stage. 

Evaluation becomes very critical because without it tfie inner demands of the 
individual remain diffuse and his self-motivation to deeper levels of knowledge 
and involvement is likely to diminish (Linderman & Herberholz, 1971,15-16). 
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When we as adults take tíie time to obscrvc and to smdy children, and to 
cxtcnd our own undcrstanding of tíie countiess ways m which young pcople 
grow and dcvclop, tiie creative achievement of youth wUl be increased, How 
can we as adults stimulate tiiis growtii? We need to provide abundant creative 
opportunities. A chUd's surroundings-his world of manmade tfimgs-his 
world of (jod-made tiiings: people, plants, ammals, tfie sun, moon and stars-
aU providc infinitc exploratory possibUities which wUl help him develop tfie 
sensitivity and thc imagination so important in Uving. ChUdien need to be 
hclpcd to sce, to feel, to Usten and to tiiink, for out of tfiese abiUties comes tiie 
power to rclate and to mterpret tiic world around tíiem (RandaU & Halvorsen, 
p.5). 

'I don't know what to draw.' 'I don't have any ideas.' 'I can't do it ' 
'Show mc ' 

How many of us have heard chUdren make comments of this sort during the 
art lesson? What do we say to chUdren tfiat wiU stimulate in them a desire to teU 
their ideas and experiences with art materials? Do we simply pass out paper and 
tell them to "go to work"? It is probable that a procedure of tiiis sort would 
only encourage statements like tiiose mentioned. 

Before chUdren can practice their art, they need help in practicing their 
thinking. We simply cannot expect most chUdren to sit down with their art 
materials and pour forth a multimde of ideas. Very young chUdren are stUl 
fascinated by art materials and living things in general; however, many school 
age youngsters have ahready developed stop signs in their thinking. As chUdren 
grow older, these stop signs may become considerably more frequent with aU 
sorts of S-shaped curves to surpass, tfius slowing down a clear view of the 
thinking road ahead. 

If a teacher instmcts a chUd to do a drawing or painting witfiout providing 
him with any prior stimulation, there is a strong chance tfiat he wUl make a 
generaUzed picture which does not say very much as a personal expressive 
statement. Hctures of this sort (which some children repeat over and over 
again) are the result of 'warmed-over' ideas which the chUd has done in the 
past He faUs back on them when he has not been motivated by his experiences 
to say something chaUenging in terms of his present awareness. A typical 
example of the warmed-over picture is the tree-house-sun-mUp picture often 
seen at tiie primary level, and tiie pahn tree desert island-setting sun-ocean 
picture of older smdents. These pictures and thefr prototypes are frequentiy 
found hanging at the easels, the results of a 'mm' at painting. 

Children need direction and a strong chaUenge in their art thinking. They 
need to get excited about tiieU* ideas. In order to re-create an experience through 
art media, the child needs to recaU tiie experience vividly. He must be stirred 
sufficientiy tfiat he has a desire to communicate his tfioughts in visual terms. In 
this respect he needs to develop somewhat the eye of tfie artist The artist is 
always fuU of ideas. [He/she is constantly putting in information.] He is able 
to select from his regenerative stockpUe of tiioughts tiie ideas most suitable to 



express a spccific intcnt In addition, he is able to teU his ideas in original and 
inycntivc ways. Thc artist is botfi a tiUnker and a craftsman, able to unite art 
skUI and idea skUI into a pcrsonal techniquc for telUng what he knows and feels 
about tiiings in his world SimUarly, our objective in working witii chUdren 
deals witii how to stimulatc their art tiúnking and develop their art skUls m 
saying titings witii art matcrials. Here is where motivation comes in! 

Motivation means a tcacher's or parent's abiUty to arouse and stimulate a 
child's thinking so that he has a desire to communicate his ideas in visual form. 
It is also a way by which wc can help the chUd think tiirough ideas and/or reUve 
his cxpcriences ^lcrbcrholz & Lmderman, 71-72). 

LEARNING TO DRAW HUMAN FIGURES 
Materials: Large sheets of paper, 18" x 24" or larger, caryons, bmshes, 

charcoal, pencUs. 
Sample Artisfie Motiviation: 

Leaming to draw people means that you must be very observant and wUUng 
to practice your art skiUs. What are some of the ways which can help us 
improve our figure drawing? Yes, using each other as models is a very good 
way. You could also use a large mirror if you wanted to draw yourself. When 
you look at others or at yourself you must look carefuUy to see how the head is 
bent, what the legs are doing, which way the body is leaning, and aU the actions 
that our figure is making. When we have observed carefuUy, we can draw 
what we remember about the pose we were in. When you draw figures in 
action, do not worry about erasing. You can make many sketching Unes in 
your pictures, and tfien darken the ones which you feel are most correct Some 
points to remember and look for when you are posing are: 

1. Your body bends at the waist Where else? It also bends at elbows, 
wrists, knees, neck and ankles. 

2. Some poses to take might include bending over, stretching upward, 
getting ready to mn, cUmbing a ladder. How many more can you tfiink of? 

Now we are ready to try our first pose and then to draw what we have 
observed and remembered. 

Intellectual Motivations: 
This refers to aU art motivations tiiat have as their aim the development and 

enrichment of chUdren's concepts for natural and man-made objects. In tfiis 
respect, art materials become a tool in which mteUecmaUy understood concepts 
can be strengtfiened. That is, in order for a child to draw or paint his ideas, he 
has to retftink what he has just experienced. This causes him to refocus his 
mental images on tfie ideas which have stimulated a particular mode of tfiought 

BasicaUy, inteUecmal motivations emphasize the acquisition and development 
of facmal knowledge: 1. as it pertains to himself, to otiiers, or to objects in 
question. Knowledge is not a by-product of art expression, but it is a necessary 
prerequisite. 2. Unless a chUd leams specific facts conceming people, animals, 
birds, flowers and so fortii, he wUl not be able to say very much about them m 
his art If for instance, tiie teacher asks a chUd to draw a picture of a bUd the 
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cMId is unlUccly to say vcry much about bUds unless he has leamed specific 
information conceming tiiem. The teacher can be assured of a much richer 
concept in terms of pictures, if tiie chUd's tiiinking is dkected to facmal 
mformation conceming birds. This could be accompUshed by bringing a live 
bird to class, showing a good fihn or taking a trip to tiie zoo (Lmderman & 
Herberholz,p. 89). 

We do not know reaUty dkectiy but only by means of concepts we form in 
our minds. Wc react tiien to tiie feeUngs tfiose concepts arouse in us. Thus aU 
of our experience is shaped by such concepts as we are able to form and to use. 

As attention becomes more and more directed outward to the environment 
during childhood, it seems natural that we should become increasingly 
perceptive and so seek to modify and correct our primitive concepts in the 
direction of closer relatedness to what we observe. We want then that such new 
understanding as we may acquire be accurate, but we retain stiU the delusion 
that we stand face to face with reality. We remain, as children, unaware that 
our languages, verbal and visual, through which we acquire and present 
information are symbol systems. We do not realize that they are human 
inventions by means of which we communicate with one another. 

So long as we do not become conscious of the nature of this procedure we 
are not able consciously to use it for the purposes and in the ways of art Our 
picture-making, as our thinking, wUl contmue to be chUdish until, at whatever 
age, it becomes clear to us that words are not the things they refer to, images are 
not what they represent, but both are invented symbols to convey human 
thought and feeUng from the iimer to the outer world. The 'meaning' of 
chilcfien's art to chUdren might be regarded as the means by which they can 
work through successive stages of development to ways of thinking, feeling, 
and doing that are adult (Lindstrom, p. 16-17). 

BEAUTY m UNFAMILIAR PLACES 
TIS EASIER TO DISCOVER 

OUR EYES BECOME SHARPER 
WHEN WE SEE THE NEW 
AND THE DIFFERENT 

BUT TO REALLY SEE 
WE MUST LEARN TO LOOK 
AT WHAT WE FAIL TO SEE 

THAT PASSES UNNOTICED 
BEFORE OUR EYES 

DAILY (Lockhart). 
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IMUST REMEMBER TO BE ME 
WHEN THEREIS NO EASY WAY 

MY ART MUST REFLECT MY TOTAL BEING 
w r r a SENsmviTY FOR N A T U R E 
AND ESPECL\LLY GROWING THINGS 
AND WriH LOVE FOR ALL HUMANS 

WHILEIMAYITND MY OWN UNIQUE ANSWERS 
IMUST ENCOURAGE OTHERS 

TO FIND THEIR OWN UNIQUE ANSWERS 
AND TO HA VE THE GUTS 

TO STAND BY WHAT THEY BEUEVE 
ONLY THEN ARE WE FREE 

TO REACH FOR THE STARS 
WHILE KEEPING A FIRM TOUCH 
WITH OUR MOTHER EARTH (Lockhart). 

AT ONE TEVIEIT SEEMED 
WHAT ROPE ANDICOULD DO 
WAS EXTREMELY LIMITED 

THEN AS WE BECAME 
BETTER ACQUAINTED 
ICOULD SEE AND FEEL 

OUR BOUNDARIES EXPANDING. 
WHAT WE HAD SEEN AS OUR LIMITS 
HELPED US TO BE AWARE 

OF MORE DISTANT HORIZONS. 
WHEN THESE ARE REACHED 

THEY TOO SHOULD BE 
ONLY STEPPING STONES 
FOR WHERE WE GO NEXT 

IF WE KEEP GROWING 
B Y STAYINGIN TUNE 
Wrra EACH OTHER 

AND OUR TOTAL ENVIRONMENT 
WE HAVE ONLY BEGUN 
TO SOAR (Lockhart). 

*** A program for sustaining interest (ages 9-11) 
I do not mean to categorize bluntiy the chUdren, who are aU individuals and 

whose interests are by no means idential. Many do not exhibit the common 
biases that have been mentioned here and some are aestheticaUy alert. In order 
to devise a course of instmction that would take into account the needs and 
interests observed, it is helpful to be acquainted with what might reasonably be 
expected, and to have found that aesthetic interest is generaUy at low ebb in the 
years of childhood immediately preceding puberty. What smdents in an art 
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class are able to leam depends in largc measure on individual background and 
previous conditiomng of attimde. Therefore, a course designed for presentation 
at tiic mnc-tfirough-clcven-ycar level needs to be adapted for mdividual 
differenccs as tfiese make tfieir appearance among tfie smdents. FlexibUity and 
mgcnuity on tfic part of tfie teachcr are hnportant. 

Thc first day's assignmcnt might be a drawing from memory or each chUd's 
own housc. Also, a portrait of fatficr, motficr, or otfier member of tfie 
houschold and of any pet animal tfiat tfic child may have or wish to have. From 
thc chUdrcn's remarks and tfic difficulties encountered m drawmg these 
subjects, it would bc decided whetiier tfic next scssion would be spent on 
smdying anatomy or perspective. Most of tiie work of tiie semester might be in 
observing and drâwing stmctures: natural forms of creatures and plants, or 
man-madc objects. 

As most of the chUdren are accustomed to drawing from memory or 
ûnagination, the fîrst assignment is not especiaUy difficult except as it 
chaUenges them to be specific instead of general in their image reference. 
Immediately after class, they have the opportunity and an incentive to look more 
closely than usual at what they have tried to remember and to see what they 
have not begore seen in the visuaUy famiUar. They wiU note the number of 
windows their house has, and observe how Mama wears her hair. 

It often happens that we do not consciously look and perceive what is 
visuaUy taken for granted, and we do not ordmarUy have any particular reason 
to make a deliberate check on our memories of this kind. Some smdents come 
back to class the foUowing day with drawings of these same subjects that they 
have made at home. When they do this, the second drawings show a great 
increase in observation over the ones done from memory in class. These first 
attempts to draw from a model or a motif make them eager for more of this new 
kind of art experience. ChUdren respond to the chaUenge of making responsible 
statements. 

A number of sessions are spent in the classroom, studying the human figure 
in its varying proportions and its possible movements. TTie chUdren test the 
effect of position changes. They test the ways their own limbs operate through 
different gestures and balance shifts. These they can demonstrate to 
themselves. Then, a model for his classmates, each takes a brief tum at holding 
a pose whUe the rest draw. 

Sometimes sculptures are used for anatomical analysis and for more lengthy 
poses than can be asked of a smdent. In both cases, emphasis is kept on 
observing proportion and relationship of parts within the whole. The dynamics 
of physical cause and effect, which explaln m objective terms such matters as 
directions of movement, gesture, and balance, are apparent m the model to 
pupils who are leaming simple empathv through processes of identification with 
the model and projection nf fheir own resnonse as this becomes 
clear to them. They are encouraged to feel the puU on the hoe, or 
the push on the broom, etc, as one of them dramatizes an action 
m front of the class. Whether the drawing tíme is brief or 
extended, fínicking with detaUs is discouraged. An occasional 
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aclion poses for the purpose of drawing the 'action' rather than the form 
counteracts the light and static thinking and drawing habits that mhibit the 
children's development toward greater freedom. 

The same prindple of disceming and describing the dynamic 
mtegratíon of the fîgure or form, without regard to surface 
pattem, is maintained when the class is taken to draw animals. (a zoo or 
natural history muscum) This is done to help tfic chUdren outgrow what tfiefr 
art has tiius far largely been (and what they thcmselves now dislike m it): the 
primitivc two-dimcnsional dipiction of shapes by outline and thc fîUing-in of 
surfaces treated flatiy. ThcU- pictures in this style are decorative m design but 
irrational and inorganic in constmction. The chUdien object to the very quaUties 
that adults find aesthcticaUy pleasing. They aie ambitious to overcome an 
habimal style which obstmcts their purpose and is felt to be inappropriate to 
tiiek current thought and taste. Education of their feelings, helping them to 
estabUsh emotional rapport with what is regarded as exterior to themselves, is in 
order. But it can only accompany, not substimte for, the rational understanding 
which is so eagerly sought 

The smdy of form and of stmcture includes observations of nature out-of-
doors in areas of the park adjoining a school. Here it is possible to take notice 
of the effects of wind and rain and sun and seasonal change as weU as of human 
purpose, as aU these forces work on the Uving substance of trees and other 
plants, or on what might be regarded as unchanging stone and wood and earth. 
Plants are shown to be individual and unique phenomena, each different 
althought retaining the character of its species (Lindstrom, 64-70). 
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APPENDDC F: AWARENESS, DAY ONE, AN 

D^n^ODucnoN 

Next, a discussion of where artists get tiiefr ideas, was discussed. Ideas for art, 

creative writing, music, drama and dance, come from awareness experiences in our Uves. 

Stevens (1971), divided these activities into tiiree kinds or zones of awareness which were tiien 

read aloud: 

1) Awareness of the outside world. This is [tiie] acmal sensory contact witii 
objects and events [you] experience in the present: what [you] now acmally 
see, hear, smell, taste, or touch. Right now I see my pen sUding over the 
paper, forming words, and I hear a humming noise. I semll smoke from a fire, 
I feel the texture of the paper under my hands, and I taste the sweet fruity taste 
of strawberries in my mouth. 

2) Awareness of the inside world. This is [the] acmal sensory contact with 
inner events in tiie present: what [you] now acmaUy feel from inside your skin-
-[for example, my skin now itches, I have muscular tensions in the upper part 
of my back] any muscular tensions and movements, physical mamfestations of 
feeUngs and emotions, discomfort, well-being, etc Right now I feel pressure 
in the tip of my left index finger as it holds the paper down. I feel an unpleasant 
tighmess in the right side of my neck, and as I move my head it feels somewhat 
better, etc 

These fîrst two kinds of awareness encompass aU that [you] or I can know 
about present reality as [you] or I experience it This is the solid ground of 
[your or] my experience; these are the facts of [your or] my existence here, in 
the moment that they occur. No matter how [you,] I or others think or feel 
about this awareness, it exists, and no amount of arguing, theorizing or 
complaining can make it non-existent The third kind of awareness is quite 
different, namely, my awareness of images of things and events that do not 
exist in present ongoing reaUty: 

3) Awareness of fantasy activity. This includes aU mental activity beyond 
present awareness of ongoing experience: AU explaining, imaging, 
interpreting, guessing, thinking, comparing, planning, remembering the past, 
anticipating the future, etc Right now I am wondering how [you are 
responding to the materials I am giving you]. I have an image of what [you 
might be feeling. I am also wondering what tiioughts and ideas you niight be 
having as you hear tiie tiiings tiiat I am saying and how tiiese tiiings wiU affect 
your experiences witii art] AU tiiis is unreality. I cannot know your tiioughts 
or how these tiiings wiU affect your [work with art]. I cannot see it, and you 
cannot see it or respond to it. It is all my fantasy, my imagination. 

^ 
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And yet witiiin tiiis fantasy tficre is somc reaUty hidden. I can discovcr more 
about tiiis reaUty if I invest myself in my fantasy and becomc aware of my 
physical fecUngs, perceptions and activities as I do tiiis. As [Stevens ponders 
tiie writing of tiic book from which I am quoting he suggests] I tfUnk of how 
long tfie book wiU takc, I become aware of tfie tiredness in my body and I 
rcalizc that thc wish for tiie book to be done arises out of tiús tireedness now. 
As I hnagine your response to tiie book, I am aware tíiat I want you to Uke me 
and I want to bc of use to you. As I write this, the warm feelings in my body 
and the tears in my eyes confirm its tmth. Now I stay witii these feelings for 
awhilc, and something else begins to develop-something more basic than your 
lUdng me or my bemg of use to you. Whether you Uke me or not, I love to be 
with you honcstiy, witii reaUty firmly beneatii our feet, and I know that tiiis 
book can hclp us toward tiiat. As I write this, my body feels soUd and 
confîdent, saying "yes." 

It is rcaUy difficult to bring home the realization that everything exists in the 
momentary now. The past exists only as parts of the present reaUty—things and 
memorics that I think about as being "from the past" The idea of the past is 
somctimes useful, but at the same time it is an idea, a fantasy that I hold now. 
Consider the foUowing problem: "Prove to me that the world was not created 
two scconds ago, complete with artifacts and memories." 

Our idea of the future is also an unreal, though sometimes useful fiction. Our 
idea of the future, Uke our conception of the past is based on our understanding 
of the present Past and future are our guesses about what preceded the present 
moment and our guesses about what wiU foUow. And aU this guessing occurs 
now. 

In thc instmctions you wiU [receive, I ask you to explore your own awareness 
and to notice some basic properties of your awareness]. 
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APPENDDC G: INVESTIGATION ACTIVITY SEQUENCE 

DRAWB^G INSTRUCTION 

CONTROLni?OT P7^f)n^ EXPERTMENTAL fíRO JP .11000 

DAY QNE rCGV 

(Two-hours, 50 minutes) 

POI Administration; 

Onc-15 minute figure drawing 

from a model, using pencU (Pre-Test); 

Discussed observed behavior whUe 

observing and drawing human figure; 

Break 

Hand-Outs (Appendix K); 

Discussion of Hand-Outs/ Importance 

of leaming to draw human figure and 

teaching figure drawing using a 

model to elementary school chUdren; 

Awareness (Appendix L); 

Continued; 

Cont.; 

Figure Drawing using pencU of model 

with music (Appendix C), 

gesture (30 sec, 1 min., 2 min., 3 min.), 

with accompanying instmction, 1:1 as 

they were working, pointing out things 

to smdents as they were working 

pointing out things to see. 

DAY ONE rEGV 

(Two-hours, 50 minutes) 

POI Administration; 

One-15 minute figure drawing 

from a model, using pencU (Pre-Test; 

Discussed observed behavior whUe 

observing and drawing human figure; 

Break 

Hand-Outs (Appendix K); 

Discussion of Hand-Outs/ Importance 

of leaming to draw human figure and 

teaching figure drawing using a 

model to elementary school chUdren; 

Awareness (Appendix L); 

Guided Imagery Joumey (Appendix ) 

Music when used (Appendix C); 

Figure Drawing using pencil of model 

with music (Appendix C), 

gesture (30 sec, 1 min., 2 min., 

3 min.), with accompanying 

instmction, 1:1. as they were 

working, pointing out things to see 

DAY TWO (CGV 

(One-hour, 50 minutes) 

15 minute figure drawing with no 

instmction/comments; 

DAY TWO (EG :̂ 

(One-hour, 50 minutes) 

15 minute figure drawing witii no 

instmction/comments; 
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Discussion Hand-outs Day One; 

15 sec, 30.sec., 1 min., 2.min., 

5 min., etc Gcsture, charcoal, 

showing book and sUdes 

(KoUowitz & Whitc and Albert) 

accompanied with 1:1 comments 

and instmction; 

GI; 

15 sec, 30.sec., 1. min., 2 min., 

5 min , etc Gesture, charcoal, 

showing book and sUdes 

(KoUowitz& White and Albert) 

accompanied with 1:1 comments 

and instraction; 

DAY THREE (CG): 

(Two-hours, 50 minutes) 

15 minute figure drawing witii no 

instmctions/comments; 

Discussion Hand-outs Day One; 

Figure drawing, straight lines only 

10 minute drawings, pencU (angles 

relationships of parts); 

10 minutc drawings, pencU (curved 

Unes for volumc); 

15 minute drawing, close-up 

of self, values, creases, folds, etc 

using charcoal; 

Assigned homework drawings: 

a) one 30 minute drawing of figure 

using only straight lines; 

b) three 15 minute drawings of 

self, looking down on a section 

of clothing, as in class, mountains 

and vaUeys, modeling. 

DAY THREE (EGV 

(Two-hours, 50 minutes) 

15 minute figure drawing with no 

instmctions/comments; 

GI; 

Figure drawing, straight lines only 

10 minute drawings pencU (angles 

relationships of parts); 

10 minute drawings, pencU (curved 

lines for volume); 

15 minute drawing, close-up 

of self, values, creases, folds, etc 

using charcoal; 

Assigned homework drawings: 

a) one 30 minute drawing of figure 

using only straight lines; 

b) three mUiute drawings of 

self, looking down on a section 

of clotiiing, as in class, mountains 

and vaUeys, modeling. 

DAY FQUR (CG): 

(One-hour, 50 minutes) 

15 minute drawing human figure; 

charcoal, section of self, creases of 

clothing, folds, mountains and 

DAY FOUR (EGV 

(One-hour, 50 minutes) 

GI; 
15 minute drawing human figure; 

charcoal, section of self, creases of 



vaUcys, shading/modcling 

DAY FIVE (CG): 

(Two-hours, fifty minutes) 

clothing, folds, mountains and 

vaUeys, shading/modeling 

DAY F VE (EGV 

(Two-hours, fifty minutes) 
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DAY SDC (CG): 

(45 minutes) 

threc, 15 minute drawing human figure; 

DAY §DC (EQ): 

(Onc-hour, 10 minutes) 

GI; 

three, 15 minute drawing human figure; 

DAY SEVEN (CG): 

(30 minutes) 

two, 15 minute drawing human figure. 

DAY SEVEN (EGV. 

(One-hour) 

GI; 
two, 15 minute drawing human figure. 
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APPENDDC H: ADAPTATION OF THE EDUCATIONAL 

TESTING SERVICE'S (ETS) ADVANCED PLACEMENT 

SCORING GUIDELD Í̂ES FOR ART QUALITY 

ADAPTATION OF THE EDUCATIONAL TESTE Í̂G SERVICE'S (ETS) ADVANCED 
PLACEMENT SCORING GUIDELINES FOR ART QUALITY 

OuaUty: 

You wiU be viewing sUdes of f fteen-minute pencU drawings of the human figure made 
by elementary education majors enroUed in theU: one required art course. You, as 
evaluator, with no other evidence, wUl recognize quaUty and wUl perceive that tiiese works 
develop their intentions, (drawing the observed human figure) both in concept and 
execution. The quality would be equal to that of a drawing made by a student in a first 
semester coUege freshman drawing class. Quality refers to the total work of Art - tiie 
concept, the composition and the realization of the artist's intention. 

Scores given by you wiU be based on a scale from 12 to 1, with 12 being the highest 
and 1 being the lowest score possible. Specific descriptions foUow: 

12. 11. 10 Demonstrates Individual work is outstanding, thus overaU quaUty is 
Superioritv: apparent Work shows high degree of execution and 

mastery using the appropriate technique. Intentions are 
present and indicate a high degree of competency. Style is 
cohesive/constant. Considerable effectiveness is shown in 
work. Work is of "exhibition" quality. 

9, 8. 7 Demonstrates Work is better tiian average. Demonstrates competence but 
Competence: less mastery in handling technique. Concept and execution 

indicate above average development OveraU quaUty is 
above average. Quality is good but not superior. 

6. 5. 4 Suggests QuaUty of work is average or below. Suggests 
Incompetence: incompetence and Uttie mastery of technique 

or style. Concepts are not weU thought-out. 

3. 2. 1. Demonstrates Quality of work is weU below average. Clearly 
Incompetence: demonstrates incompetence in handUng 

medium. Concept is very immamre. Poorly developed 
style. 
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SCORING CONTINUUM 

. ^ , , ^PP^^ ̂ ^ ^ ' Lower Level 
^^MT^U ^^ ^ ^ ^ 6 5 4 3 9. 1 

HIOH LOW 
PREPARATTQN FOR SrOPmn. 

A. Your reader/grader number has been placed at tiie top of each of your scoring 
suceLS. 

B. Look at tiie blank next to Number 1 on tiie short form, which has numbers from 1 
to 10 mnning down tiie left side of tiie form. 

C Look at the projected image. 
D. Decide whetiier it is in tiie UPPER LEVEL (12.11.10. Q. 8. 7̂  or in tiie 

LOWER LEVF , (6. 5. 4. 3. 2, IV 
E. Next, Dlace a mark in IJPPRR or LQWER on your answer sheet 
F. If you concluded that it is in tiie UPPER LEVEL, you must decide if it is UPPER 

UPPER (12, 11, lO,)oT\fitisLOWERUPPER (9, 8, 7V and place a mark in 
tiie appropríate co umn. 

G. If you concluded tiiat it is in tiie LOWER LEVEL, you must tiien decide if it is 
UPPERLOWER (6, 5, 4) orifitis LOWER LOWER (3, 2, 1), AND ElasÊ_a. 
mark in the appropríate column. 

*Remember, 
1. 12 is the highest score and 1 is the lowest score. 
2. Decide first whetiier tiie quaUty of tiie drawing is m tfie UPPER LEVEL or the 

LOWERLEVEL. 
3. Next, decide if it is UPPER UPPER (12, 11, 10) ORLOWER UPPER (9, 8, 

7) OR if it is in tfie LOWER LEVEL. 
4. Is it in tfie LOWER LOWER (3, 2, 1) OR Is it in tfie UPPER LOWER (6, 5, 

4). 

I wiU now project some "standard setting" sUdes for you to try out this method of 
evaluation. Consider the quality of the drawing as an art product. Keep in mind tiiat the 
work was made by a coUege smdent majoring in elementary education. The smdent may 
not ahve had any previous experíence drawing the human figure. A score would be similar 
to one received by a freshman core drawing student A middle range or average score of 7, 
or 6, would be simUar to that middle range of scores received by a freshman drawing 
student. 

Disregard as much as possible your own biases conceming types or styles of art work, 
i.e., be as open-minded as possible, and consider each drawing from the standpoint of the 
technical abiUty, originaUty, and creativeness involved in its creation. In general, adopt 
essentiaUy the same attimde you would maintain if jurying drawings for an exhibition. 
Consider each only in relation to itself. Each sUde/drawing is to be judged separately. 

We need to reach agreement as to what Upper Level and Lower Level are, as well as Upper 
Upper/ Lower Upper, Upper/Lower and Lower/Lower. 12, 11,10; 9, 8, 7; 6, 5, 4; 3, 2, 
and 1. At this point you can discuss the scores and the reasons you gave each. We will 
strive to reach agreement. Once the actual judging begins, please avoid discussing your 
thoughts/responses with other judges. 
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JUDGE SCORING SHEET 
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FIGURE 4. Judge Scoring Sheet 
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FIGURE 5. Subject One Pre-Test Drawmg 

FIGURE 6. Subject One Post-Test Drawing 
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FIGURE 7. Subject Two Pre-test Drawmg 

FIGURE 8. Subject Two Post-test Drawing 
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HGURE 9. Subject Three Pre-test Drawing 
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FIGUREIO. SubjectThreePost-testDrawing 
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FIGURE 11. Subject Four Pre-test Drawing 

FIGURE 12. Subject Four Post-test Drawing 
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FIGURE13. Subject Five Pre-test Drawing 

FIGURE 14. Subject Five Post-test Drawing 
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FIGURE 15. Subject Sbí Pre-test Drawmg 

FIGURE 16. Subject Six Post-test Drawing 
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FIGURE 17. Subject Seven Pre-test Drawing 

FIGURE 18. Subject Seven Post-test Drawing 
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nGURE19. SubjectEightPre-testDrawing 
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FIGURE 20. Subject Eight Post-test Drawing 
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